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Executive Summary

Recently, much attention surrounding Burma has focused on the democratic reform, 2015 elections and the future of the National League for Democracy (NLD)-led Government, whilst a profound humanitarian crisis and continuing concerns of the ethnic minority communities in the southeast have been largely ignored. The recent story of political and economic reform has insufficiently addressed the ongoing struggles of internally displaced persons (IDPs), as they become an inconvenient truth rendered invisible by the larger reform narrative.

Nearly 70 years of ethnic conflict has created a displacement crisis with over 644,000 internally displaced and over 479,000 refugees fleeing the country predominantly from ethnic areas.¹ At present, over 100,000 refugees live in camps along the Thailand-Burma border,² and approximately 400,000 IDPs live in protracted displacement in southeast Burma.³ As the continuing political and social transformation in Burma and the triumph of the NLD in the 2015 elections captivates local citizens and foreign observers around the world, optimism and the infectious idea that those displaced will soon begin to move back to Burma has led to further decline in donor funding along the Thailand-Burma border.

This has deeply impacted the refugees and IDPs living along the border whose lives depend on international aid as well as essential services and programs offered by local ethnic service providers, which were traditionally funded by the international donor community. Many refugees are now feeling squeezed out of the camps,⁴ bearing a resemblance to the experience of Mon refugees who were pushed back across the border to Burma and became IDPs over 20 years ago. As expressed by many Mon IDPs interviewed for this report, they have yet to find durable livelihood solutions in IDP sites and continue to suffer from chronic poverty, debt and lack of medical care. Inside Burma, stagnation in amending repressive laws, military dominance in politics, the absence of an inclusive ceasefire and political dialogue, the presence of landmines and land confiscation that has become endemic throughout the country continue to render the definition of a safe and dignified voluntary return of refugees meaningless. As plans to repatriate over 100,000 refugees along the border continue to be discussed, there is an increasing need to reflect on the past and draw lessons that could prevent a future protracted IDP situation in the country. This report aims to shed light on lessons that can be

---
learned from the past for all stakeholders involved in all stages of planning for the return of refugees and IDPs.

While the IDPs interviewed for this report expressed their desire to stay in their current locations as opposed to relocation or return to their original location, they often cited two major obstacles to their possible return: not having land to return to and continuing considerations about safety including lack of sustainable peace in their place of origin.

The plight of villagers and farmers in Ye and Yebyu Township in their struggle to preserve and protect their land from the Burma Army, the State and private investors indicate that refugees and IDPs are likely to face increasing housing, land and property (HLP) rights violations upon their return. These HLP rights violations must be resolved not only to ensure the durable return of IDPs and refugees, but also to end further displacement that is adding to the already vast number of displaced people inside and out of the country. Steps must also be taken to ensure that a genuine and inclusive peace process remains a priority, as it is only through an inclusive ceasefire and sustainable peace that a durable solution can be found for the disenfranchised and displaced communities in Burma.

Community-based organizations (CBOs), ethnic service providers, and grassroots movements with decades of experience and knowledge that have worked side-by-side with their communities through difficult and challenging times are tackling these very issues and concerns that the IDPs, refugees and villagers are facing. As the new NLD-led Government has begun to take the reins of the political and economic reforms set in motion by the previous government, all parties must ensure that the efforts of those who have consistently worked alongside ethnic communities are supported and advocated, and not sidelined.

HLP rights of refugees and IDPs must be restored, laws that are legacies of the past must be amended, landmines must be cleared from the land and an inclusive ceasefire followed by a political solution is needed to protect them from further abuse and possible secondary displacement before a durable livelihood solution can be achieved. National reconciliation is possible only when victims begin receiving the support they need to ensure that they can rebuild their lives in safety and dignity.
Introduction

In Burma, one of the world’s longest running civil wars has inevitably led to a displacement crisis that has predominantly affected the ethnic minority communities. Nearly 70 years of armed conflict have left 644,000 internally displaced and over 479,000 refugees fleeing the country. More than 100,000 refugees live in camps along the Thailand-Burma border, and as a result of years of armed conflict, approximately 400,000 IDPs live in protracted displacement in southeast Burma. In addition, millions of migrants leave their homes and country in search of economic security often under conditions similar to that of IDPs and refugees.

The increase in international attention towards Burma is defined by several prominent events in the past and especially in recent years that are marked by pro-democracy movements often followed by military crackdowns, coup d’états, elections, ceasefires and armed conflict, and natural disasters. However, it is between these defined events that those who have been displaced fought another kind of a battle often unseen by the rest of the country and the world; fear of recurring displacement, killing and other forms of human rights abuses, conflict, chronic poverty, food insecurity, joblessness, and long months and years of overwhelming uncertainty.

As the new NLD-led Burma Government continues to release the State’s iron grip on the country’s borders that remained shut due to decades of military rule, lack of data among other issues, has left little that is understood about IDPs in southeast Burma and their needs. As glimmers of possibility for voluntary return and resettlement for refugees and IDPs open up, there are many lessons that must not be forgotten from the past, while at the same time, a closer look into current changing social, economic and political developments and their possible impact on IDPs and refugees is urgently needed.

Though displaced and often disenfranchised, the IDPs’ and refugees’ deep understanding of their struggles and survival mechanisms, as well as the leading roles of CBO’s in protecting and serving the needs of the IDPs for decades – at times of crisis and years of instability – remains essential to ensuring a genuine reform process in Burma; yet their voices remain unheard. The integration of these local actors’ voices in the current reform processes is no doubt challenging as the lives of the Karen, Karenni, Mon and Tavoyan IDPs and refugees and their pluralistic society interconnect through their experience of conflict and displacement as military offensives and mega development projects affect more than one ethnic community.

5. “Country Information 2015.”
Nevertheless, their participation is essential in adequately addressing the concerns of the ethnic people in Burma’s transition.

It is beyond the scope of this report to address issues related to displacement in the entire southeast that affect the diverse ethnic communities. However, focusing on the situation of Mon refugees and IDPs leading up to the 1995 ceasefire by the New Mon State Party (NMSP) and the post-ceasefire politics and economy as well as the more recent influx of investment and land related abuses in Mon State can help to highlight lessons for future policy, aid and development agendas along the southeast border region.
While Burma Partnership led the preliminary needs assessment and design for this research, Burma Link conducted all the interviews and focus group discussions (FGDs) in partnership with HURFOM, facilitated by Mon Relief and Development Committee (MRDC) and other local CBOs. The interviews and FGDs were conducted in four different IDP sites, Halockhani, Baleh Done Phaik, Chedeik, and Jo Haprao, in the NMSP-controlled ceasefire areas, as well as with farmers and villagers in and around Ye Township in government-controlled areas of southeast Burma. Some interviewees in the government-controlled areas came from Yebyu Township in Tenasserim Region. Mon Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) and political parties as well as the NMSP and NMSP-linked service providers were interviewed in Ye and in Moulmein in southeast Burma and in Sangkhlaburi in Thailand. One interview with a Mon CSO and one interview with an international non-governmental organizations (INGOs) were conducted via Skype.

A total of 29 interviews and 5 FGDs were conducted in southeast Burma and along the border. In total 60 interviewees participated. Whilst most of the interviews were conducted in Mon language, many interviews with the NMSP, NMSP-linked service providers, CSO/INGO representatives and political parties were conducted in English. All FGDs were conducted in Mon language except for one, which was conducted partly in Burmese. Mon and Burmese translation was provided when necessary.

Most interviewees were ethnic Mon, however, Tavoyan, Karen, Mon-Chinese, and Burman individuals were also interviewed. All interviewees were Buddhist except for one Christian. This largely reflects the population in Mon areas, which is overwhelmingly Buddhist.

The research was conducted through qualitative interviews with open-ended questions. The objective was to understand the feelings, perspectives and outlook of the interviewees who were encouraged to share any additional concerns and issues that they wanted to voice. All interviewees made an informed decision to take part and utmost care was taken to protect their identity – particularly the IDPs and villagers – who took part in this research, to ensure they are protected from possible direct threats and intimidation as a result of the interviews.

---

8. Halockhani is both a name of a larger IDP site that includes many smaller sites, including Halockhani and Baleh Done Phaik.
9. Often also spelled “Baleh Done Pain” or “Baleh Done Peid”, however the Mon pronunciation is closer to the spelling “Baleh Done Phaik”.
10. Mon areas refers to parts of Tenasserim Region, Mon State, and Karen State that are populated by Mon people.
1.1 Democracy, 2015 Elections, NLD-led Government, Refugee Return

After 49 years of brutal military dictatorship that left the country in crippling fear of oppression, poverty and international isolation, in March 2011 President Thein Sein’s quasi-civilian government came into power seemingly undertaking a series of reforms that gave people hope that Burma’s dire human rights situation would soon improve. While the previous Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP) Government initially showed a more tolerant approach to human rights as represented by factors such as a larger international presence, opening up of independent domestic media and growing number of national CSOs based inside the country, the prevailing narrative that Burma had set off on a road to democratic reform became increasingly rocky.\(^{11}\)

While President Thein Sein’s rhetoric of democratic reform had the semblance of a country transforming from decades of civil war and dictatorship, the military-backed USDP Government did not move towards genuine democratization by pursuing deeply rooted structural changes such as amending the military drafted 2008 Constitution.\(^{12}\) This Constitution gives the military control over three key ministries – Ministry of Defense, Home Affairs, and Border Affairs – by allowing them to appoint the ministers. It also guarantees the military extensive powers to take control of civilian administration all the way to local ward and village level through the General Administration Department, and an upper hand in national politics through the composition of the National Defense and Security Council, thus effectively giving the military control over national affairs such as constitutional amendment and peace processes.\(^{13}\) In addition, given that over 75% of Parliament is required to vote in favor of changes to the Constitution and only then a referendum can be held, and that the same Constitution reserves 25% of the seats in Parliament to the military, the military effectively has veto power over any constitutional amendments. Thus, impunity remains deeply entrenched in key institutions and structures of governance, allowing the Burma Army – the main perpetrators of pervasive human rights abuses and forced displacement – to continue to wield far-reaching powers.\(^{14}\)

---

12. The 2008 Constitution was drafted by a “National Convention” led by the military, which was ultimately boycotted by the recently instated National League for Democracy (NLD) Government. It was ratified through a farcical referendum in May 2008, with a 92.48% “yes” vote, just days after Cyclone Nargis devastated the country killing over 140,000 people.
The peace talks, which commenced shortly after the Thein Sein Government came into power, entered its fifth year in 2016 as conflict raged on in northern Burma. While the USDP Government signed preliminary ceasefires with powerful ethnic groups along the eastern border such as the Karen National Union (KNU) and the NMSP, militarization by the Burma Army increased in ceasefire areas over the years, which led to heightening tensions between ethnic armed organizations (EAOs) and the Burma Army. While ceasefires were signed with EAOs in the east, rather than engaging in genuine dialogue, the Burma Army escalated its attacks on ethnic communities in northern Burma. With impunity, the Burma Army continues to commit human rights violations that may constitute crimes against humanity and war crimes, including the systematic use of sexual violence, routine use of torture and extra-judicial killings in both ceasefire and non-ceasefire areas. The military remains constitutionally immune from prosecution by civilian court, and the former Thein Sein Government has lacked political will to hold these perpetrators accountable, perpetuating the decades-long practice.

Despite these ongoing obstacles, 2015 will be remembered as a momentous year for Burma as the Daw Aung San Suu Kyi-led NLD party won a landslide victory in the 8 November elections – the first openly competitive national elections in 25 years. The NLD’s victory signaled the resounding will of the people to see “genuine change” in the country.

The continuing political and economic reforms in Burma and the triumph of the NLD in the 2015 elections have captivated local citizens and foreign observers around the world. While the international community continues to congratulate and reward Burma for undertaking the reforms, the much touted changes over the last five years have affected people in widely varying degrees.

One of the reactions towards the recent reforms led by the former USDP Government and the decrease in armed conflict in the southeast, particularly since the signing of the ceasefire with the KNU in 2012, has been a shift in international donor priorities to move funds and programs from along the Thailand-Burma border to inside the country. While essential service providers, CBOs, refugees and IDPs along the border that traditionally relied on support from the international donor community have reported the need for continued assistance, optimism that people will soon begin to move back to Burma and domestic services will replace the needs of those displaced has led to a further decline in donor funding along the border.

This has deeply impacted the refugees and IDPs living along the Thailand-Burma border whose lives depend on essential services and programs offered by ethnic service providers, which were traditionally funded by the international donor community. Since March 2011, approximately 36,000 refugees have left the camps, most of them resettling to third countries. Undoubtedly, some refugees have also left the camps to return to Burma or have moved

---

17. According to TBC, total feeding figure in March 2011 was 137,554 compared to 100,973 in April 2016 see: http://www.theborderconsortium.org/resources/key-resources/.
onto other sources of livelihood such as blending into the migrant landscape in Thailand. Yet, the approximately 100,000 refugees who still remain in the nine camps along the Thailand-Burma border, and 400,000 IDPs who live in protracted displacement in southeast Burma, continue to rely on external support for their livelihoods.

Another aspect that has exacerbated the anxiety and concerns of refugees along the border are the continuous rumors and counter rumors that repatriation of refugees will soon begin as the political situation in Burma stabilizes. Concerns that this was taking place without adequate consultation with refugees, CBOs and CSOs working with the refugee community were mounting when in July 2014 Thai military leader and Prime Minister General Prayuth Chan-ocha of the Royal Thai Government, after meeting with Burma Army’s commander-in-chief, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing, announced that a general agreement had been made to repatriate Burma’s refugees.

Following the announcement, the Thai Ministry of Foreign Affairs assured the public that both governments reaffirmed their commitments for “a safe return in the future in accordance with humanitarian and human rights principles.” However, this announcement, coupled with newly enforced restrictions on movement in the camps, which limited refugees from supplementing their meager assistance and reduced rations by seeking temporary work outside the camp – a practice not uncommon in protracted situations – created a condition that has left refugees feeling squeezed out of the camps.

One year after the announcement in July 2015, a document that deals with the general principles of voluntary repatriation such as the “Strategic Roadmap for Voluntary Repatriation” was presented by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the subsequent “Operations Plan for Voluntary Repatriation” provided more details to facilitating returns. Lack of clear information and timely consultations by authorities, including the UNHCR, further exacerbated the refugees’ concerns that repatriation plans were taking place without the inclusion of refugees themselves and the CBOs working with the refugee communities.

In June 2016, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi made her first visit to Thailand in her new capacity as State Counselor. During her trip, she made a joint pledge with Prime Minister Prayut

---

20. Timothy Syrota, Nothing About Us Without Us (Thailand: Burma Partnership, 2012), DVD. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gOW07BsBdrM.
Chan-o-cha to work together to ensure that the refugees in Thailand will return in safety to Burma “when the time is right.”\textsuperscript{26} Both governments also reaffirmed their commitments to the development projects along the border, including the development of special economic zones such as the Dawei Special Economic Zone.\textsuperscript{27}

In Burma, stagnating reform in legal, political and military cultures and land riddled with landmines continue to render the definition of a safe and dignified voluntary return of refugees meaningless. Commenting on the recent rumors regarding repatriation, a Karen Refugee Committee (KRC) spokesperson stated in an interview by the \textit{The Irrawaddy}, “Even internally displaced people [IDPs] in Karen State can’t go home, so it will be difficult for those living in Thailand to return.”\textsuperscript{28} In addition, despite ceasefires in certain parts of Burma, conditions that refugees and IDPs fled from in the first place – armed conflict, human rights abuses and displacement due to development projects – remain.

1.2 A Fledgling, Uncertain Peace Process

The peace process that was initiated by the Thein Sein Government shortly after coming to power in 2011 culminated in two notable events in late 2015/early 2016 – the signing of the ‘nationwide ceasefire agreement’ (NCA) and the holding of the Union Peace Conference (UPC). Yet despite these well publicized, and in some quarters, much-lauded events, armed conflict and the displacement that this has caused over the past five years under the Thein Sein Government has continued throughout peace talks, and through the coming to power of the NLD-led Government.

The breaking of the ceasefire with the Kachin Independence Army (KIA) in 2011 by the Burma Army provoked the recurring war in Kachin and northern Shan States, which has included the Burma Army’s use of airstrikes\textsuperscript{29} and has displaced over 100,000 people.\textsuperscript{30} The Burma Army’s offensives targeting various EAOs such as in northern Shan State with the Ta’ang National Liberation Army (TNLA), and the Shan State Army – North (SSA-N) have continued, while sporadic clashes with groups that have bilateral ceasefire agreements, such as the KNU and the NMSP have also occurred. In fact, 2015 was one of the bloodiest years on record for Burma’s decades-long civil war as an outbreak of conflict with the ethnic Kokang, Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army (MNDA) in February 2015,\textsuperscript{31} an intensification of attacks on the SSA-N and the TNLA, and the continued offensives in Kachin saw ethnic communities suffer displacement, human rights abuses and the other daily realities of living in a warzone.

\textsuperscript{27} Ibid.
The focal point of the Thein Sein Government’s peace process was supposed to be the signing of the NCA on October 15, 2015. Yet despite years of negotiations and an eventual agreement by all sides on the text of the accord, the Government refused to allow certain EAOs to sign. These include the Arakan Army (AA), the MNDA, and the TNLA, all of whom have been and are still actively engaged in armed conflict with the Burma Army. Many powerful EAOs, including the NMSP, refused to sign the NCA, in solidarity with the excluded EAOs. The NCA was thus partial and exclusionary. The resulting UPC was also boycotted by the same EAOs, as well as civil society, who described the holding of the UPC as “an act of negligence and disregard of the ongoing armed conflicts occurring in Northern Shan State and Kachin State.” At the time of writing, the NLD-led Government is planning to convene a ‘21st Century Panglong Conference,’ echoing the agreement between General Aung San, and Shan, Kachin, and Chin leaders in 1947 in Panglong, Shan State. Yet uncertainty abounds, as the Burma Army has demanded that the MNDA, AA and TNLA disarm before being allowed to participate, and EAOs are divided between signatories and non-signatories of the NCA.

There is, however, no uncertainty on the part of the Burma Army in launching offensives. Even as the country geared up for the 2015 elections and the signing of the NCA in October 2015, the Burma Army launched fresh attacks on the headquarters of the SSA-N, which had already signed a bilateral ceasefire with the Government in 2011, displacing up to 10,000 people. Renewed offensives against the TNLA in northern Shan State also began after the NCA signing. In February 2016 clashes displaced up to 7,300 people and after a brief lull, more fighting displaced up to 2,500 people by early May 2016. By the end of May 2016, over 11,000 people have been displaced in Shan State due to armed conflict.

In a worrying sign for the peace process, the armed conflict with the TNLA also involves the Shan State Army – South (SSA-S/RCSS), one of the EAOs that signed the NCA. It is alleged by the TNLA that the SSA-S/RCSS and the Burma Army have been cooperating with each other to attack the TNLA, given credence to the long-held view that the Burma Army uses divide and rule tactics. Since the signing of the NCA in October 2015 the AA in Arakan State has also been subjected to military offensives by the Burma Army, which displaced hundreds of civilians at the end of 2015, and a further 1,400 at the end of April 2016 as Burma Army attacks intensified over the Buddhist New Year holidays in mid-April.

---

It is clear that while the NLD-led Government brings hope, Burma is far away from peace. Armed conflict has simply continued unabated throughout peace talks with the previous Government, despite the NCA and UPC, and thus far the NLD-led Government has not been able to prevent fresh Burma Army offensives and the resulting displacement of civilians, nor ongoing abuses and impunity.

Furthermore, there are splits between the EAOs that signed the NCA and those that did not. The NMSP did not sign the NCA and is allied with many of the EAOs that have been facing the worst of the recent armed conflict, including the KIA, the MNDA, and the TNLA. With armed conflict and displacement occurring on a daily basis, it is difficult for those communities on the ground who experience the effects of the fighting, including existing IDPs and refugees, to have faith in the prospects for peace anytime soon.

1.3 UN Guiding Principles on Internally Displaced Persons in Context of Burma

IDPs are often displaced for the same reasons as refugees and identify similar concerns upon consideration of their return. Unfortunately, the IDPs remain under the government that is often the cause of their displacement and do not benefit from a legal status granted to the refugees who flee across the border or abroad. Consequently, IDPs are some of the most vulnerable people in the world. While barely separated by a few meters between borders, the legal statuses of Burma's IDPs and refugees are worlds apart.

Defined by the UN Guiding Principles on Internally Displaced Persons (the Principles), IDPs are persons or groups of persons who are coerced or involuntarily forced to move within the national borders of their home country in response to systematic violations of their human rights, particularly as a result of armed conflict, natural and human made disasters, and situations of generalized violence. The Principles are not binding; however, they provide an authoritative articulation of international humanitarian, human rights, and refugee law relating to IDPs.

The Principles are considered instructive to the State's obligation under international law during all stages of displacement: protection from displacement; guaranteeing protection and assistance during displacement; and the IDPs' safe and dignified return, resettlement and reintegration after displacement. They are also meant to give valuable and practical guidance to governments, inter-governmental organizations and INGOs in their work with IDPs.

Despite the large number of IDPs, the Burma Government has not adopted any legislation or specific policy towards IDPs. Policies on IDPs by EAOs, who often bear the responsibility of providing protection and assistance during displacement, and their safe return, resettlement and reintegration, are often unclear. Their approach to these responsibilities also varies.

depending on external forces such as international aid organizations whose aim is to support the IDPs or those applying pressure including neighboring countries that may be impacted by their policies and approaches.\textsuperscript{42}

For any actors working with IDPs, Principles 28 – 30 emphasize that special effort must be made to ensure full participation of IDPs in the decision making process of their return or resettlement and reintegration. This requires that authorities and other actors involved provide accurate and clear information for the IDPs to be able to partake in the decision making process and ultimately choose whether they wish to return to their place of origin. IDPs are often given inadequate information regarding possible restitution for confiscated or damaged land and their remote locations pose obstacles in gathering sufficient information about their previous land. As political and economic transitions continue, steps must be taken to ensure that IDPs are not being left out of discussions that ultimately affect their future.

Three main reasons are often given for displacement in southeast Burma: conflict-induced displacement; displacement as a result of development projects; and displacement due to human rights violations.\textsuperscript{43} However, defining IDPs in southeast Burma poses several difficulties. Local organizations operating in southeast Burma have a wide range of definitions that may not fall within the terms defined by the Principles. For example, some organizations still consider those who have found durable solutions in villages as IDPs, if they were once subject to displacement.\textsuperscript{44} IDPs in this region often do not live in designated IDP camps and instead live alongside conflict affected villagers; therefore, issues surrounding IDPs such as chronic poverty and lack of healthcare may also apply to the general population.

In southeast Burma, it is becoming increasingly difficult to tell when displacement has ended or whether conditions which led to their displacement have been resolved. While conflict and human rights abuses have decreased, the peace process is fragile and new challenges since 2011 have emerged. Mega development projects, foreign direct investment and an increase in the price of land has generated a land-grabbing epidemic. In addition, housing, land and property (HLP) rights of those displaced have yet to enter substantial discussions in peace talks and yet the Government as well as most EAOs do not have a clear position or policy on this particular issue.\textsuperscript{45} These emerging issues make it even more difficult to identify when the causes of the IDPs’ displacement have been resolved and when their safe and dignified return can be secured.

\textsuperscript{44} Internal Displacement Monitor “Myanmar,” 10.
Mon State is currently home to approximately 35,000 IDPs, primarily living along the state’s eastern border with Thailand in areas controlled by the NMSP, the main ethnic armed resistance organization in Mon areas since the 1950s. The Mon IDP settlements were established over 20 years ago when thousands of civilians were fleeing armed conflict and conflict-related abuses as well as widespread land confiscation at the hands of the Burma Army. Thousands of these IDPs were initially refugees in Thailand, before they were forced back to Burma’s side of the border where they were shortly afterwards attacked by the Burma Army. After being forcibly repatriated, some for a second time, the IDPs have stayed in the same settlements for over two decades, unable to establish adequate and sustainable livelihoods largely due to their isolated location, difficult terrain, and the threat of war.

Despite extreme hardship, the IDPs interviewed for this report did not express their wish to return to their place of origin, primarily owing to lack of access to land and housing as well as ongoing security concerns in their origin, including the possibility of renewed fighting. Community members also expressed concerns over diminishing aid. Although just a snapshot, these findings are in line with previous reports by the Human Rights Foundation of Monland (HURFOM) highlighting Mon IDPs perspectives on relocation and illustrating how these populations remain excluded from the country’s developing mainstream political community and narrative.

### 2.1 Forced to Flee

Ethnic minorities from southeast Burma have been fleeing to the border areas for decades, owing to over 68 years of armed conflict as well as grave human rights violations, which have been rampant in conflict-affected communities. Most of the IDPs interviewed for this report had been forced to leave their homes at least once either due to fighting in and around their villages or conflict-related rights abuses including the burning of villages, torture, killings, and forced labor including forced portering primarily committed by the Burma Army:

*When the [Burma Army] soldiers arrived in the village, they tried to find some men.*

---

47. Although majority of the IDPs who fled Mon areas are ethnic Mon, these communities are also home to various ethnic groups most notably Karen and Tavoyan.
there were no men, they tried to find women and they beat and used them as forced labor, like portering. That's why I moved." (Female IDP, Baleh Done Phaik)

19 years ago the Burmese soldiers came to my village and burned the whole village, so we ran away, we fled here [Halockhani IDP site]. (Tavoyan female IDP with 11 siblings, Halockhani)

Many lost not only their homes, but also their families and communities have remained separated. The Tavoyan woman above is one such example, who has not heard any news of her parents or siblings since they fled in different directions all those years ago.

Part of the brutal counter-insurgency tactics against the ethnic armed struggles employed by the Burma Army have been the systematic use of rape against ethnic minority women as a weapon of war. One community member in Halockhani IDP site described the endemic sexual violence and rape in her village of origin:

“Burmese soldiers raped whoever they saw. All of us from Yebyu [Tenasserim Region] had to run away and move here [to the border]. [...] When they [the Burma Army] arrived, they just grabbed a woman no matter whether they were young or old. We must all take our daughters away from that situation." (Middle aged female IDP, Halockhani; also see case study 1)

As well as flight owing to threats of sexual violence and other human rights violations, land grabbing and other grievances associated with land and farming were commonly mentioned as a reason for displacement:

From Moulmein to Ye, the government confiscated the land and they stuck a small flag and wrote, "This land belongs to army, belongs to government." They just took the land." (Elderly male IDP who fled to Halockhani from southern Ye Township)

My parents told me that we couldn’t go to the farm and plantation without the Burmese soldiers’ permission, so it was not free. When we came here [Chedeik IDP site in NMSP-controlled area], we could work freely. We can go to the plantation whenever." (Young Karen female IDP, Chedeik)

49. Mon IDP, interview with author, Baleh Done Phaik, 28 February 2016.
52. Mon IDP, women-only FGD, Halockhani, 27 February 2016.
54. Mon IDP, women-only FGD, Halockhani, 27 February 2016.
The historical dynamics of the conflict and displacement in Mon areas are elaborated in more detail in the following sections.

MNLA soldiers at the Mon National Day celebration in Panan Pone on February 24, 2016.

Copyright: Burma Link
2.2 Mon Armed Struggle and Displacement

Mon civilians started fleeing their homes during the armed struggle time of Mon National Defense Organization (MNDO) and Mon People’s Front (MPF) between 1948 and 1958, when thousands escaped fighting between the Mon forces and the central government. The NMSP and its Mon National Liberation Army (MNLA) took up the banner of armed resistance after the MPF surrendered in 1958. For ethnic armed organizations, including the NMSP, they have struggled for years to achieve ethnic equality and self-determination. According to a staff member of a Mon civil society organization, “the civil war began because there were no ethnic rights and self-determination. That’s why the ethnic armed organizations began.”

Conflict continued throughout General Ne Win’s dictatorship until 1988 and after the violent crackdown on pro-democracy demonstrators, the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) stepped up its efforts to cripple the ethnic armed resistance. In 1990, the MNLA was unable to fend off Burma Army attacks and the NMSP headquarters near the Three Pagodas Pass fell to the regime. Between 10,000 and 12,000 civilians fled to Thailand. These refugees were provided temporary protection and the Burmese Border Consortium (BBC) through the Mon National Relief Committee (MNRC) – the NMSP’s newly established relief committee – was able to organize some humanitarian support. Over the years, more civilians kept fleeing to the border and aid organizations were later able to provide assistance for food, education, and medical care to the displaced Mon communities on both sides of the border.

In Thailand, Mon refugees were forced to move from one temporary location to another, until in 1993, they started coming under significant pressure from the Thai authorities to return to Burma’s side of the border. In a 1993 October monthly report, the MNRC commented that the “new place in Halockhani on Burma side is, in fact, dangerous place for the Mon refugees to stay as it is just an hour walk’s away from the outpost of the Burmese troop.” Despite the MNRC’s persistent appeals, a systematic repatriation process began in January 1994 as planned. Three sites were chosen for their resettlement, and refugees were given the option of whether to move to Halockhani, Bee Ree, or Tavoy. By the end of April 1994, the move was complete.

---

61. bid.
64. Ibid.
66. South, Mon Nationalism and Civil War in Burma, 209.
[...] from 1990 up to 1994, the Thai government allowed us and then they pushed us out again to our country, to the border. That’s what we were afraid of. We did not want to return back to our area.67 (NMSP CEC member, undisclosed location)

According to the BBC, the international community accepted the situation “on the grounds that access for relief supplies and monitoring was still permitted, and because assurance was given that the refugees could return to Thailand if under attack.”68

Only a few months later on July 21, 1994, the refugees’ (turned IDPs) worst fears were confirmed when the new settlements in Halockhani came under attack by over 100 troops from the Burma Army Infantry Battalion No. 62.69 The Burma Army occupied the site, arrested some IDPs, used others as human shields, and engaged in an armed battle with the MNLA before burning almost the entire settlement to the ground:70

_They collected all the people around that building and they chose 11 villagers_71 and tied them. They said “these men are Mon soldiers” and they tied the men. [...] And some villagers, for one soldier they had two villagers as human shields, two villagers walked at the front and behind every soldier. They went to Halockhani, and they said they are going to burn the MRDC’s office [back then called the Mon National Relief Committee].72 (Male IDP who fled to the jungle and tried to save his burning house after the attack in Baleh Done Phaik)

One IDP from Baleh Done Phaik who was taken as a hostage and used as a human shield by the Burma Army, described the attack with remarkable detail:73

_When the Mon soldiers shot at them_ [the Burma Army soldiers], seven villagers _including me_ ran in front of the [Burma Army] soldiers and some soldiers yelled to their officer, “They are running, they are running!”, so the officer shouted, “Shoot them, shoot them! why don’t you shoot them!” [...] We just ran and listened to the sound of artilleries and mortars. If we heard “tak” we would get down and then the mortar would explode. And we ran until we arrived at the Mon soldiers' area. [...] After a while when we went back again to that fighting place, the Mon soldiers told us, “Don’t stay here, run away, run far away from the fighting!” And at that time I saw the smoke, the smoke of the burning houses. The Burmese soldiers left after they had burned them.74 (Middle aged male IDP, Baleh Done Phaik)

---

67. NMSP CEC member, interview with author, undisclosed location, March 1 2016.
72. Mon IDP, interview with author, Baleh Done Phaik, 28 February 2016.
73. For the full testimony of this IDP who was taken as a hostage and used as a human shield see: Burma Link, “’Shoot Them [IDPs], Why Don’t You Shoot Them!’: Mon IDP’s Experience as Burma Army’s Hostage and Human Shield after Forced Repatriation” Burma Link (2016): http://www.burmalink.org/mon-idps-experience-burma-army-hostage-human-shield/.
74. Mon IDP from Baleh Done Phaik, interview with author, Halockhani, 28 February 2016.
CASE STUDY 1
Fleeing Sexual Violence from Yebyu Township to the Thailand-Burma Border

Mi Sanda Si Aye’s mother passed away when she was 18 years old. As the eldest sibling, she took on the role of a mother for her younger siblings. Their father was a fisherman who was often away at sea, and Mi Sanda Si Aye struggled to put food on the table while trying to protect herself and the family from the harassment they often received from the Burma Army.

“I remembered what my aunt had told me; to carry my youngest brother, so they would think I’m a mother with a baby,” Mi Sanda Si Aye says as she recalls one of the times that the Burma Army soldiers came to her house. Her aunt had always reminded her to

The attack sent all the 6,000 IDPs back across the border to Thailand, where they were pressured again to return to Burma within days of their arrival. Although the MNRC published repeated appeals to allow the refugees temporary refuge on Thai soil, pressure kept mounting and on August 31, 1994, aid was blocked and the MNRC was told that rice distribution would continue only after all refugees had returned to Burma. Within less than two weeks, the refugees had been ‘starved’ back across the border to an environment where they had been attacked only a few weeks prior.

This move was widely characterized as refoulement, and the “UNHCR has since been criticized for not doing enough, as they did almost nothing to advocate for the protection of the displaced people,” as their involvement along the border was limited to sporadic missions.

2. Name has been changed to protect the identity of the individual.

78. Lang, Fear and Sanctuary, 112.
79. Ibid., 113.
carry her youngest brother as the soldiers were less likely to take her away to rape her if she was carrying a baby. The houses were far away from each other, and a cry for help would not have been heard between the living quarters. Any time the Burma Army soldiers arrived to her village, men would run and hide to escape forced portering duties that would sometimes last for months. When the men were away, women stayed in the village, becoming easy prey for the soldiers. To protect themselves, the village women slept under the same roof in groups; “If something happened to one of us, the rest of us could scream for help,” Mi Sanda Si Aye explained. The soldiers often returned for information regarding Mon soldiers, leading to threats and interrogation of the villagers. Mi Sanda Si Aye’s cousin once visited a friend in a neighboring village, and upon his arrival, was interrogated, tortured, and finally beaten to death.

When Mi Sanda Si Aye was 19-years-old, she decided to leave the village and take her younger siblings to a safer place. They followed their aunts and walked across the jungle to the Thailand-Burma border. Mi Sanda Si Aye and her family stayed in a refugee camp in Thailand until they were forced to move back to Burma in 1995. Along with thousands of others, Mi Sanda Si Aye moved to Halockhani IDP site where she has lived for over 20 years. Due to difficulties in making ends meet, her husband is now working in Thailand and sending money to her and their three children. Although she hasn’t faced abuse for decades, Mi Sanda Si Aye says she is still afraid of the Burma Army soldiers because of her experience from the past.

The soldiers tried to take a girl and a mother would pull and grab her daughter tight. By the mother’s scream asking for help, the soldiers didn’t get her daughter. When I saw and heard this kind of story several times, I didn’t dare to live in the village anymore.

(Mi Sanda Si Aye)

affairs related to refugees from Burma. It is interesting to note that September 9, 1994, just days after aid was blocked, was the same day when a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed for selling gas from Burma to Thailand. The subsequent construction of the gas pipeline from the Andaman Sea to Thailand led to further human rights abuses and displacement.

2.3 Ceasefire and More Forced Returns

Since 1993, the NMSP had been under pressure from all sides to sign a ceasefire deal with the central government. It is likely that the refugees were used as political pawns as pushing the war victims back across the border was yet another tactic to pressure the party to sign the pact. With increasingly weakening relationships with the Thai Government coupled with intensified Burma Army attacks and advances in EAO areas, the NMSP had little choice

---
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84. Ashley South, “Mon Nationalist Movements.”
but to agree to a ceasefire agreement with the Government.\textsuperscript{85} The ceasefire signed on June 29, 1995 had very limited positive effects in Mon areas\textsuperscript{86} and no political solutions were discussed to address the root causes of the conflict. The ceasefire also led to a number of factions and splits from the NMSP, especially in parts of Ye and Yebyu Townships from which the NMSP was forced to withdraw.\textsuperscript{87} These implications are further discussed in section three of this report.

The ceasefire did not bring peace and stability to the people and instead severe human rights abuses continued along with the Burma Army’s ‘Four Cuts’ campaign strategies,\textsuperscript{88} which devastated the ethnic civilian population. In addition, the ceasefires led to an increase in militarization by the Burma Army in ethnic areas and by the year 2000, over 20 Burma Army battalions were newly stationed around NMSP-controlled areas compared to the three stations observed prior to 1995.\textsuperscript{89} Military associated land confiscations increased and internationally funded projects such as the Yadana and Yetagun gas pipeline continued to enslave the local population into widespread forced labor.\textsuperscript{90}

Despite the ongoing abuses and displacement that continued after the 1995 ceasefire, and a debate focusing “on the degree of ‘voluntariness’ that might characterize any refugee repatriation” of Mon refugees,\textsuperscript{91} all the remaining 4,000 Mon refugees had been moved across the border to the MNRC resettlement sites by March 1996.\textsuperscript{92} The UNHCR, meanwhile, had “refused to get involved, either as an advocate or critic of repatriation.”\textsuperscript{93} A UNHCR official even considered the proposed repatriation “spontaneous,”\textsuperscript{94} in stark contrast to the agency’s guidelines developed the same year.\textsuperscript{95} More recently, according to one international aid worker, some UNHCR staff had been referring back to these cases as recently as 2012 as “a good example of how spontaneous return had taken place following a ceasefire.”\textsuperscript{96} By and large, however, both international and local aid workers considered the case as forced repatriation,\textsuperscript{97} in line with the IDPs’ testimonies that showed lack of choice:

\textbf{I moved from Ba Phyu village to here because the Thai authorities forced us to move to the village, so we moved here. The Thai authority didn’t allow us to stay in the ter-}

\textsuperscript{85} South, Mon Nationalism and Civil War in Burma, 219.
\textsuperscript{86} Ibid., 233-234.
\textsuperscript{87} Ashley South, “Mon Nationalist Movements.”
\textsuperscript{88} Four Cuts campaign is a counter-insurgency strategy used by the Burma Army since the 1960’s in an attempt to cut civilian support to EAOs (food, funds intelligence, and recruits), and has devastated the ethnic communities throughout Burma.
\textsuperscript{89} Human Rights Foundation of Monland, “Destination Unknown,” 22.
\textsuperscript{91} South, Mon Nationalism and Civil War in Burma, 235.
\textsuperscript{92} Jolliffe, “Ceasefire and Durable Solutions in Myanmar,” 30.
\textsuperscript{93} South, Mon Nationalism and Civil War in Burma, 235.
\textsuperscript{94} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{95} The UNHCR (1996) Handbook for Voluntary Repatriation states that “As a general rule, UNHCR should be convinced that the positive pull-factors in the country of origin are an overriding element in the refugees' decision to return rather than possible push-factors in the host country or negative pull-factors, such as threats to property, in the home country.” United Nations Commission on Human Rights. 1996. See, UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), Handbook - Voluntary Repatriation: International Protection, January 1996, http://www.unhcr.org/3bfe68d32.html.
\textsuperscript{96} Jolliffe, “Ceasefire and Durable Solutions in Myanmar,” 30.
\textsuperscript{97} South, Mon Nationalism and Civil War in Burma, 235.
ritory.98 (Elderly male IDP, Halockhani)

Thai government, authorities, forced us to move the village again and again. Then I moved to Ba Phyu village and then the Thai authorities forced us to move again so I moved here.99 (Female IDP who was forced to move to Baleh Done Phaik after the 1994 Burma Army attack)

After the return, the MNRC, having changed its name to the MRDC, continued to facilitate assistance for IDPs with other local and international groups. The IDPs were given three years of basic food assistance by aid organizations. In hopes of encouraging self-sufficiency there would be a gradual reduction in food aid by agencies.100 As years passed, it has become clear that IDPs have been unable to establish adequate and sustainable livelihoods, while aid and assistance has dwindled.

According to the BBC, one main reason for the slow progress in these settlements towards self-sufficiency was the lack of a sense of security.101 Even as the 20 years of ceasefire has been observed, it has been fragile at times and there is no clear sight of a sustainable solution. The fragility of the ceasefire was evident in 2010 when the relationship between the NMSP and the Government became strained as the NMSP refused to transform into a Border Guard Force (BGF) under the Burma Army, according to the 2008 Constitution. The situation did not, however, escalate into outright conflict, and a new ceasefire was signed between the USDP Government led by President Thein Sein and the NMSP in 2012. Nevertheless, the NMSP did not agree to the non-inclusive nature of the 2015 NCA and refused to sign. More recently, the Burma Army, in an aggressive move, seized guns and equipment from an MNLA base. Some view this move as pressure on the NMSP to sign the NCA and others believe it is connected to the MNLA’s yearly revenue-acquisition drive.102

2.4 20 Years on and No Durable Solutions

More than 20 years since Mon refugees were repatriated to Burma, the vast majority remain displaced and have not found a durable livelihood solution. The IDP sites are far away from towns and very difficult to access, and the mountain terrain provides limited opportunities for farming.103 Most IDP families earn money by working on rubber plantations, betel nut gardens and paddy fields, collecting bamboo shoots, making floor brooms, or doing daily-wage work. Most work is seasonal and the income inconsistent, and after all these years, IDPs have not been able to establish adequate and sustainable livelihoods:

---

103. Although some have questioned whether the displaced communities in NMSP area can be called IDPs after more than two decades of their initial displacement, international standards do not impose an arbitrary cut-off for the duration of displacement. International standards rather recognise a solution as having been found when people no longer have any specific assistance or protection needs linked to previous displacement. See, “IASC Framework on Durable Solutions for Internally Displaced Persons” http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/files/reports/2010/4/durable-solutions/04_durable_solutions.pdf.
There are very few people who can survive on their own income, most cannot. We are all living from hand to mouth day by day.¹⁰⁴ (Middle aged female IDP, Jo Haprao)

A Central Executive Committee Member (CEC) from the NMSP concurred:

The whole day they work to feed themselves. There is not enough rice; this is very problematic for them. Even if they can plant rice, maybe there’s no ground to plant the rice. No ground means there is only the jungle.¹⁰⁵ (NMSP CEC member, undisclosed location)

When asked about the main concerns of IDPs at IDP sites, their concerns were overwhelmingly centered around two main themes; food insecurity and lack of access to health services:

Mostly we are worried about food. There is not enough food. We just work one day and then spend the money one day. There are no proper jobs.¹⁰⁶ (Middle aged male IDP, Chedeik)

Medicine and rice are the most important for us. If we have to choose only one, that’s medicine; we cannot make medicine. For rice or food, we could find some roots or vegetables in the forest.¹⁰⁷ (Male IDP and landmine survivor, Jo Haprao; also see case study 2)

This is especially problematic for vulnerable populations, as demonstrated by this elderly woman in Halockhani:

As my husband is really old and he cannot go up and down [the mountain to find wood] or work, other people helped build our house. We are still hungry in our house.¹⁰⁸ (Elderly female IDP and grandmother, Halockhani)

The primary concern voiced by interviewees about health was related to lack of medicine. Many also pointed out that there used to be more medicine in the past:

I am worried about health, because they cannot assist us here. Currently, there is no medicine here; but in the past there was a lot of medicine here. The villagers are

¹⁰⁵. NMSP CEC member, interview with author, 1 March 2016.
¹⁰⁸. Mon IDP, women-only FGD, Halockhani, 27 February 2016.
worried about their health."\textsuperscript{109} (Middle aged male IDP, Jo Haprao)

In Halockhani, a new hospital was built by the Swedish INGO Varma Handen in 2016, but due to a lack of tools and medicine the villagers are unable to use the new facilities and continue to travel to Ban Don Yang refugee camp or Sangkhlaburi – both in Thailand - for treatment:

\textit{A new hospital was built [here in Halockhani], but no one goes there yet because there is no medicine or no treatment tools. We just go to Ban Don Yang hospital.}\textsuperscript{110} (Middle aged female IDP, Halockhani)

Travel to hospitals in Ye or Sangkhlaburi in order to treat serious illnesses is only possible for those who can cover the costs. This poses difficulties particularly for those residing in more isolated IDP sites such as Jo Haprao:

\textit{There are some small clinics around this village, but they only cure patients who can pay money. Less people go to the hospital. Most go to a clinic here. When the clinic cannot take care of the sickness, you have to go to Ye if you have money. If not, you will definitely die.}\textsuperscript{111} (Middle aged female IDP with four children, Jo Haprao)

\textit{If we get a serious sickness, we go to this hospital [in Jo Haprao], if we have a very serious sickness we go to Ye and we have to go by ourselves, with our own money. If there is no money, we cannot go. We have no money, so we cannot go anywhere. I was sick one time, but luckily I’m not dead.}\textsuperscript{112} (Middle aged male IDP, Jo Haprao)

Although the IDPs work long hours, with scant economic growth and limited opportunities for income generation, the money they make is not enough to meet their basic daily needs. Consequently, nearly all interviewees reported being in debt. Many were

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{109} Mon IDP, interview with author, Jo Haprao, 25 February 2016.
  \item \textsuperscript{110} Mon IDP, women-only FGD, Halockhani, 27 February 2016.
  \item \textsuperscript{111} Mon IDP, FGD, Jo Haprao, 25 February 2016.
  \item \textsuperscript{112} Mon IDP, interview with author, Jo Haprao, 25 February 2016.
\end{itemize}
visibly distressed when discussing the topic and unable to identify ways to escape the ill-fated circumstance:

“We live our life like ‘we work, we eat.’ During this time if we get sick, we have to borrow money on interest from other people. After feeling better again, we work to repay our debts. That’s the kind of circle of life that we are running.”¹¹³ (Female IDP and mother of five, Halockhani)

The interest of debts never stops increasing for us because we cannot pay back all the debt at once, so the compounded interest always remains. Because we could not pay back the debt right away, we have to go to another person to get loan for our health or food. We work and pay back the first loan and go on to pay the second. How can we afford to escape from this life? […] How can we pay without having any property? We just pluck vegetables and eat the vegetables. We cannot stop eating.”¹¹⁴ (Elderly female IDP and grandmother, Halockhani)

2.5 Excluded from International Aid

“I don’t dare to think what will happen in the future if we don’t get support.”¹¹⁵ (Male IDP and grandfather who has lived in an Baleh Done Phaik IDP site for 28 years)

Before Burma started opening up in 2011, international aid was primarily channeled through EAO-linked aid distribution and other independent ethnic CSOs that were conducting cross-border operations. The narrative of democratic transition signaled to the international community to shift their funds away from border-based civil society groups and towards the central Government, while the EAOs’ decades-old struggle for freedom, equal rights and federalism has yet to take any significant steps forward:

“Most people believe there are some changes inside Burma. And for some organizations like INGOs they are already inside Burma. And along southeast Burma in the ethnic areas, there is no more support because of the Government. They [the Government] didn’t want these people to get support from other donors.”¹¹⁶ (Mon CSO, staff member, Sangkhlaburi)

Whilst The Border Consortium (TBC) (formerly the BBC and the Thailand Burma Border Consortium) continues to support these populations, their longtime policy has been “to gradually reduce supplies to encourage self-sufficiency.”¹¹⁷

¹¹³. Mon IDP, women-only FGD, Halockhani, 27 February 2016.
¹¹⁴. Mon IDP, women-only FGD, Halockhani, 27 February 2016.
¹¹⁵. Mon IDP, interview with author, Baleh Done Phaik, 28 February 2016.
Currently IDPs in Halockhani site and vulnerable persons in Bee Ree site receive rice or an equivalent in cash for a three months’ supply, although in some cases it lasts for a considerably shorter time:

*The last time I received cash from MRDC was around November 2015. The cash was gone for food and medicine. I got 25,000 kyat and it lasted for two weeks. The support from the MRDC is decreasing every year.* (Male IDP and landmine survivor who is on regular medication, Jo Haprao; also see case study 2)

Whilst the TBC continues to support the MRDC on small-scale community-driven infrastructure and income generation opportunities, and the Nippon Foundation has been assisting Mon IDPs for years, most community members raised concerns over diminishing aid.

---

Last year, they [the Nippon Foundation] gave a 15-kilogram bag of rice to each person. We could die if they don’t give support like this to us in this kind of season [dry season in February], which is hard for us. Every year the support is less.\textsuperscript{121} (Elderly female IDP and grandmother, Halockhani)

We think international organizations provided aid for us, but we don’t exactly know which organizations. We just know some foreigners came and gave us medicine. They haven’t come here for ages. We had met them several times before, but not now. When they were here, the hospital was lively and crowded and also stocked with many kinds of medicine. Everything was fine for us. However, it has been gradually changing in these past two years.\textsuperscript{122} (Male IDP, Jo Haprao)

This shift in aid priorities can be attributed to the normalization of aid relations between foreign governments and the Burma Government. Funds are increasingly aligned with government priorities, as required by key international accords.\textsuperscript{123} These accords and declarations, however, can be problematic in Burma’s unique context:

\textit{Respect for national sovereignty and non-interference in domestic affairs are basic principles of international relations. So in the case of foreign aid for fragile states, donor governments came up with this "New Deal" a few years ago in Busan which is basically about enhancing nation-state capacities to promote stability and human security. This 'New Deal' is generally interpreted as focusing on national government capacities. In countries like Burma/Myanmar, where sub-national conflict is a key cause of poverty and displacement, strengthening national government capacities can be perceived as perpetuating the grievances of ethnic minorities. So, in terms of conflict sensitivity, foreign aid needs to be strengthening sub-national actors and not}
just government authorities during the transition process in Burma/Myanmar. This includes funds and technical support for the social welfare and political arms of ethnic armed groups in the same way that the government’s education, health and legislative systems are assisted. Strengthening civil society organizations is also essential to promoting independent monitoring systems which promote and protect human rights. Foreign aid agencies generally prioritize building relations with government line ministries to expand program reach into areas emerging from conflict, but the real challenge is building on existing local capacities who already have the trust of those conflict-affected communities.\textsuperscript{124} (Duncan McArthur, Myanmar Program Director, The Border Consortium)

Although it has been broadly accepted that aid impacts conflict dynamics and has the potential to be a driver of peace or conflict, and that responsible programming should be conflict sensitive, this fundamental principle seems too often to have been overlooked in Burma.\textsuperscript{125} In recent years, EAO-linked service providers, non-EAO-linked ethnic service providers and CSOs working in ethnic border areas have suffered a heavy blow as funds available to them have been depleted and often shifted to operations inside Burma.\textsuperscript{126}

\textit{In the past, we could see a lot of cross border assistance from the international groups […] But now, it has become very few, because of the policy of the international aid the cross border assistance has changed a lot in this area.}\textsuperscript{127} (Mon CSO)

\begin{quote}
It’s not like before, now we don’t have the medicine, not enough for us. It’s not the same like before, we had many, many, donors. And now we don’t have donors who give money or medicine. This is not enough for us. Now we have a problem.\textsuperscript{128} (MNHC staff member, Sangkhlaburi)
\end{quote}

Funneling funds through the Government for humanitarian aid or peacebuilding activities also poses a number of problems in Burma’s context. Under the fragile peace process, this can have disastrous consequences by undermining ethnic civil society as well as the local governance structures and the ethnic communities’ continuing struggle for freedom, equality and federalism. Some CSO representatives interviewed for this report also expressed being forced by the donors to move operations to government-controlled areas in order to receive funding:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{124} Duncan McArthur, Myanmar Program Director, The Border Consortium, phone interview with author, 6 May 2016.
\item \textsuperscript{127} Mon CSO, interview with author, Sangkhlaburi, January 25 2016.
\item \textsuperscript{128} MNHC, interview with author, Sangkhlaburi, 29 February 2016.
\end{itemize}
CASE STUDY 2
Landmine Victim in Jo Haprao, Bee Ree

As a result of years of armed conflict, large areas of southeast Burma are now contaminated with landmines. In an extensive survey led by the TBC in 2014, out of the 222 village tracts surveyed in southeast Burma, landmine pollution was documented in 53% of the village tracts. In 2016, the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Burma noted, “Landmines and unexploded ordnance are a major factor preventing IDPs’ return, with casualties from landmines estimated at 3,700 over the past 15 years but likely to be far higher.” Mine Free Myanmar has identified over 40,000 landmine survivors. The Special Rapporteur has called on all parties to the conflict to immediately cease the use of landmines.

For many of the IDPs and refugees, the presence of landmines is an impediment to their return. Burma has yet to accede to the Mine Ban Treaty and mine clearance by government-accredited humanitarian demining organizations has not been established. As presented in

5. It should be noted that landmines in Burma are a complex issue as not only armed actors but even villagers have laid landmines in order to protect themselves from the Burma Army attacks.

[The donors] will give money inside Burma. Before 2011 or 2012, we got aid directly, but now they will cut funding. If we don’t work inside Burma, they will cut funding. [...] In some areas we don’t need the government, the government staff can’t go, it’s a black area [NMSP-controlled]. We have to keep our area, right?” (MNHC staff member, Sangkhlaburi)

Furthermore, very few INGOs operating in government-controlled areas implement programs that specifically target IDPs, partly due to the lack of understanding or appreciation of the nature and extent of the displacement crises in Burma, but also lack of geographical as well as bureaucratic access:

129. MNHC, interview with author, Sangkhlaburi, 29 February 2016.
Because many INGOs are in Yangon, they cannot directly access the south-east, the refugees or IDPs, because of the limitations from the government.131 (Mon CSO, staff member, Sangkhlaburi)

---

Moreover, as southeast Burma is no longer on the UN humanitarian response plan, many aid agencies and donors have shifted their priorities elsewhere. Although there is less fighting now in the southeast, the area has been a conflict zone for decades and still hosts the majority of the country’s over 600,000 conflict-affected IDPs. Many local service providers emphasize that the needs of IDPs and other vulnerable communities can currently only be met through ethnic and community-based service providers and CSOs, and not through the Burma Government system. A CSO representative interviewed for this report concurred:

*Through the government means we don’t get 100% of the donations from that group to the needed, targeted community. Somehow there’s waste in between the donors and the targeted group. The CBOs know that, so we don’t need that kind of support through the government, we just need the right support from the donors to the communities in need.*

(Mon CSO)

In order for conflict-affected communities to move forward, there is a need not only for a lasting peace and a sound political solution, but also political and social inclusion of the marginalized communities. In this context, it is imperative that both national and international actors ensure by all means necessary to include these communities in the transition, while making efforts to support ethnic service providers and local CBOs who have served their communities for decades under difficult and often threatening conditions.

---

136. None of the IDPs interviewed for this report were able to vote in the 2015 elections and many expressed feelings of exclusion and marginalization as a result.
3.1 No Return as Concerns Over Land and Security Remain

Even with extreme hardship and diminishing aid, all of the IDPs interviewed for this report said that they do not want to return to their place of origin. Primary concerns highlighted by the IDPs were lack of access to land and housing as well as concerns over the issue of protection and security. Some also mentioned having no relatives at the place of their origin and feeling more connected to their current community where many of them have lived for over two decades. Although many IDPs expressed their desire to remain in their current place of residence, this is not the result of a durable living condition and a sustainable solution to their livelihood, as illustrated by previous sections. A research paper highlighting lessons learned from previous ceasefire agreements that focused on the case of Mon and Kachin IDPs and refugees found that a “perceived lack of choice” has led to IDPs’ acceptance of the settlements as their new homes.\(^ {137}\) Those interviewed for this report expressed similar views:

*We’ve been living here for a long time and we all are used to living in this area. We have properties such a house or farm as our own. Anyway if we have to move into another place, everything will be new for us and we might have a lot of difficulties.*\(^ {138}\)

(Young single male IDP, Jo Haprao)

*Where could we live if we leave this place? Nowhere to go and nothing to eat.*\(^ {139}\)

(Female IDP and mother of three children, Jo Haprao)

> Some people want to go back to their origin, but there are no houses, no place, no properties. So here they have a house. And also here is the NMSP-controlled area, so they live in peace. In their original place, like in Karen State, there are also Mon, Karen [ethnic armed organizations], and some robbers and also government [troops], so they are worried about that. That’s why they live here. They still want to go back, but there is no place, there are no houses, no farms.\(^ {140}\)

(Middle aged male IDP and father of four children, Jo Haprao)

---

139. Mon IDP, FGD, Jo Haprao, 25 February 2016.
This viewpoint was echoed by CSO representatives:

_The situation is not stable yet and then also the process of peace or the process of ceasefire is also not successful yet and this is also one problem, one issue for them. Another one is security for them, no one can guarantee their security and no one can guarantee for their needs, like house or place, land and education, everything. No one can guarantee them and then they will not come back. If they [the IDPs] have guarantee they will come back to their own land._\(^{141}\) (Staff member from Mon youth group, Moulmein, Mon State)

A number of protection concerns persist as the primary reasons for not returning, particularly the threat of renewed armed conflict. IDPs and CSO representatives also raised concerns over their perceived connection to the NMSP by the Burma Army should war break out again:

_I am still afraid of Burmese soldiers throughout my life because of what I have faced. Because we have stayed here for ages, they would suspect that we all are Mon soldiers if I go back. Even if I go for a visit, they will question me and put me on the list. Then they will create problems for our relatives who live in the village when the ceasefire is broken. I worry for them._\(^{142}\) (Mon female IDP whose cousin was killed due to suspected connection to the MNLA, Halockhani; also see case study 1)

As long as there are no sound political solutions to the root causes of the conflict, which rages on in other parts of the country, ceasefires remain fragile, posing concerns for local communities:

_They're talking about peace but on the other hand they are still fighting here, fighting there. But unfortunately if it will come back to this southern side we don't know about that, maybe it's coming back or not._\(^{143}\) (Mon CSO, Moulmein, Mon State)

This was a particular concern for IDPs in Jo Haprao, due to their isolated location far away from the Thai border:

_We worry that the ceasefire will break. If the ceasefire agreement breaks, we are worried that the Burmese troops will come here and cause problems for us. [...] for Chedeik and Halockhani, they are quite close to the [Thai] border, so if something happens there, they can cross the border. In this area, it is very far._\(^{144}\) (Middle aged male IDP, Jo Haprao)

\(^{141}\) Mon youth group from Mon State, phone interview with author, 8 May 2016.  
\(^{142}\) Mon IDP, women-only FGD, Halockhani, 27 February 2016.  
\(^{143}\) Mon CSO, interview with author, Mon State, 4 April 2016.  
\(^{144}\) Mon IDP, interview with author, Jo Haprao, 25 February 2016.
Apart from their concerns of renewed fighting, almost all IDPs interviewed for this report reported having little security issues in their current location and relied on the NMSP for protection:

*I could say no worry for security; as a woman I dare to go to the mountain or into the forest alone. We don’t have to be scared like in other places because this is a NMSP area.* (Middle aged female IDP and mother, Halockhani)\textsuperscript{145}

The conflict dynamics are complex, however, and even though the villagers overwhelmingly expressed their support and trust for the NMSP, in case of a ceasefire breakdown, IDPs feared that the NMSP might not be able to protect them:

*It’s about the politics. We worry about both sides, the NMSP and the government. When it is convenient for peace between the NMSP and the government, it’s better for us; if not, we will be an innocent victim between them. Right now we are here with the NMSP. If there is a volatile situation with the government, then the NMSP will run far away with their soldiers, how and where can we go in this situation? Then the government will come in and make some problems to us the villagers, as they won’t be able to find the Mon soldiers.*\textsuperscript{146} (Young male IDP, Jo Haprao)

Furthermore, many IDPs have a difficult time shedding their painful memories of the deeply rooted systematic injustice and abuses committed by the former governments and the Burma Army:

*The government has oppressed me since I was a child. I usually lived far from them. […] I had to very often porter for the Burma Army in my childhood. I had to sleep in the forest to carry their bullets. That’s why; I hate them and don’t want to stay near them.*\textsuperscript{147} (Male IDP, Jo Haprao: see case study 2)

*I am afraid. I saw the scene, the Burmese soldiers beating my parents, that’s why I don’t want to go back.* (Elderly male IDP and grandfather, Baleh Done Phaik)

\textsuperscript{145} Mon IDP, FGD, Jo Haprao, 25 February 2016.
\textsuperscript{146} Mon IDP, FGD, Jo Haprao, 25 February 2016.
\textsuperscript{147} Mon IDP, interview with author, Jo Haprao, 25 February 2016.
\textsuperscript{148} Mon IDP, interview with author, Baleh Done Phaik, 28 February 2016.
Others had dealt with their trauma by deciding never to return:

“I am not afraid of the Burmese soldiers, because I already decided that I will never go back.” (Male IDP and father originally from northern Ye Township, Halockhani)

A CEC member of the NMSP described the NMSP’s position towards resettlement as “free and fair” whereby Mon IDPs should be able to stay in the NMSP-controlled ceasefire zones and make their own decisions about relocation. While their policy towards refugee and IDPs has not yet been fully drawn, all NMSP CEC members and CSO representatives stated that ceasefire is not enough for repatriating IDPs or refugees, and emphasized that the only way to achieve a durable solution for the IDPs as well as the refugees is to first achieve nationwide peace followed by a political solution:

“There is no transparency yet, so we cannot believe it is a better situation, that’s why we shouldn’t return the IDPs. Now only some ethnic armed groups have signed the ceasefire, but not every group. And also there is no political dialogue yet for every ethnic armed group. And for the IDPs around the border area, there is no one who takes responsibility for IDPs if they are being sent back.” (Mon CSO, Sangkhlaburi)

“Ceasefire is not enough for the refugees to come back. Ceasefire is only for stopping fighting for a few minutes, a few days, a few months, this is not peace. It’s not peace yet, it’s just ceasefire; just stop fighting and the ceasefire can be broken any time because there is no reconciliation, there is no peace building in the peace process.” (Staff member at Mon youth group based in Moulmein, Mon State)

Many highlighted the importance of a new constitution and the establishment of a genuine Federal Union where ethnic rights are guaranteed and respected:

“So it’s true, the government has changed now, the NLD has become the government right now but the problem is the 2008 Constitution is the same. So with this, without changing anything, with this constitution, the ethnic people, each and every ethnic group, they don’t have their rights. So as long as this happens we’re not sure what is

150. NMSP CEC member, interview with author, undisclosed Location, 1 March 2016.
152. Mon youth group from Mon State, phone interview with author, 8 May 2016.
3.2 Ongoing Security Concerns

While a small number of villagers interviewed for this report in non-NMSP-controlled areas indicated that they have been experiencing increased stability in areas where they work, particularly within the past five years, the ongoing militarization by the Burma Army in Ye and Yebyu Townships since the 1995 ceasefire and subsequent land confiscation epidemic has created further displacement. In addition, following the 1995 ceasefire, small splinter armed groups that spawned from the NMSP and the Burma Army continue to extort villagers. Militarization by the Burma Army also compromises the safety and security of many villagers as the Burma Army continues to threaten their lives with impunity.

CASE STUDY 3
Burma Army Continues to Act with Impunity

While major armed conflict between the NMSP and the Burma Army has not been observed since the 1995 ceasefire, security concerns expressed by the IDPs in NMSP-controlled areas are very real as the Burma Army continues to act with impunity. The presence of the Burma Army remains a key source of insecurity among villagers in areas where the NMSP relinquished control after the ceasefire in 1995.

On March 8, 2016, Captain Zaw Myo Thet from LIB No. 280 of the Burma Army shot and killed 40-year-old Nai Ah Moem who died immediately at the scene, at 11:30pm and his nephew 23-year-old Nai Chit Soe who later died of blood loss on March 9, 2016 at 2am. The two had worked as fishermen in Magyi Chaung Wa village, which is also located in Khaw Zar sub-township in southern Ye Township off the coast of the Andaman Sea. According to their family members and an eyewitness to the murder, the soldiers shot them without identifying themselves.

Many of the men in the village rely on fishing to make ends meet and Nai Ah Moe had just left the house to repair his net. Nai Ah Moe, who was disabled, was reportedly shot six times.


153. NMSP CEC member, interview with author, Mon State, 2 April 2016.
by the Burma Army and found with a laceration on his face. Nai Chit Soe was also shot three times, but the injury did not kill him right away. An eyewitness stated that after Nai Chit Soe was shot “he fell down on the ground. The soldiers picked him up and kicked him like a ball. They tortured him seriously. Even though Chit Soe yelled that he was a villager, they didn’t stop beating him. I saw everything because it was in front of my house.”

While Nai Chit Soe was found alive when his family found him, Captain Zaw Myo Htet would not allow the relatives to leave the village for urgent medical care at a hospital, shooting their guns into the air to stop the villagers from leaving. Nai Chit Soe died before he could receive care at the hospital.

The family reported the incident to the nearby LIB 31 and the Khaw Zar sub-township police. While they have been offered compensation, the family has refused to accept it, and has chosen to seek justice.

Captain Zaw Myo Thet is being charged under Burma’s penal code, Article 302, however the Captain fled three days after the incident and the charges are being investigated under court martial. The family is requesting the case to be transferred to civilian court.

Under the 2008 Constitution, the military remains constitutionally immune from prosecution by civilian courts and authorities often lack the political will to find the perpetrators, allowing decades of impunity enjoyed by the Burma Army to continue. Civil society, human rights organizations and the international community have continuously urged the government to

3. Ibid.
“ensure that members of the military who perpetrate serious crimes against civilians, including murder and rape are prosecuted, and that such cases are transferred to civilian courts.”

The Captain told the family that he had mistaken the victims for “their enemy,” the Mon splinter groups operating in the area, and shot the wrong person. The family was outraged by this explanation stating “Ah Moe, the one he shot first, didn’t have a leg, so I want to ask – have you ever seen the enemy [splinter group] who has one leg? They should know that.”

Because the victims are both related to the village head administrator Nai Kai, it is alleged that the victims may have been mistakenly targeted in a bid by the Captain to murder the village administrator, Nai Kai. Villagers in Magyi Chaung Wa were ordered to provide a regular contribution, a bag of rice and 100,000 kyat (84 USD) a month, to the LIB no. 280. Unable to fulfill this request, witnesses have stated that the village headman, Nai Kai, had angered LIB no. 280.

In pursuing justice for the victims, LIB no. 280 Major Aung Ko Win has used intimidation to silence the village head administrator Nai Kai, threatening to send him to prison for continuing to speak out about the case. In May 2016, the Myanmar National Human Rights Commission opened an investigation into the case.

---

7. “Two Villagers Shot and Killed by Military Captain.”
8. “Military Threats Reported as Activists Seek Justice for Ye Township Double Murder.”

### 3.3 Splinter Groups

The 1995 ceasefire led to the emergence of several Mon splinter groups. Several factions of the MNLA, namely the Hongsawatoi Restoration Party (re-formed as the Mon Restoration Party in 2007) and Mon Army Mergui District, split from the NMSP and continued to clash with the Burma Army. Smaller anti-ceasefire ethnic militias also continued to operate in southern Ye and Yebyu Townships where the NMSP had wielded influence since 1987 but was forced to withdraw after the ceasefire in 1995. While there are less clashes recently due to the ceasefire between the NMSP and Burma Army, villagers continued to be caught in the middle of armed clashes throughout the 1990s and early 2000s and all sides continue to collect taxes and extort villagers who have already suffered years of conflict:

*The biggest security concern in this area is the splinter groups. Because they go to this village, that village, and they ask for money. Before the NMSP had a ceasefire*

---

with the government, the situation was peaceful because it was a Mon [controlled] area. And no things like splinter groups or […] But after the ceasefire in 1995 the NMSP had to move.¹⁵⁶ (Mon CSO based in Ye Township, Mon State)

“We are unable to get assistance from anyone for our security. We need to protect ourselves. We cannot ask for help from the Burmese soldiers when the splinter groups kidnap us, as well as the splinter groups are unable to help us when the Burmese army oppresses and tortures the villagers.”¹⁵⁷ (Villager and father of three children, Khaw Zar, Ye Township, Mon State)

Furthermore, the Burma Army often accuses the villagers of assisting the splinter groups and because the NMSP are denied access to these areas, the victims are often left helpless:

“No one had to leave because of the movement of splinter groups, but the villagers have to move and run from the village because the Burma Army accuse the villagers with the crime of supporting the splinter groups.”¹⁵⁸ (Villager and father of three children, Khaw Zar, Ye Township, Mon State)

“Our village is not controlled by the NMSP and the NMSP does not have power to protect us. The problem is that we are unable to report anything to the NMSP when it happens to us because of the distance and lack of communication system.”¹⁵⁹ (Villager, Khaw Zar)

“The government doesn’t allow for our NMSP’s own operation to defeat them [the splinter groups], they don’t allow us. If they allowed us then I think that in one month we could clear these groups.”¹⁶⁰ (NMSP CEC member based in Moulmein, Mon State)

Most often, villagers felt more threatened by the presence of the Burma Army, and in some cases they are forced to pay tax to both sides:

“The splinter groups are much better than the Burmese Army; the splinter groups do not do bad things after we pay them money.”¹⁶¹ (Villager, Khaw Zar)

¹⁵⁶. Mon CSO, interview with author, Mon State, 8 April 2016.
¹⁵⁷. Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
¹⁵⁸. Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
¹⁵⁹. Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
¹⁶⁰. NMSP, interview with author, Mon State, 2 April 2016.
¹⁶¹. Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
They [the Burma Army] still take illegal taxation from the people and then the splinter groups also take from the villagers. When the government knows, the government takes from us again. Like 10,000 Kyat per household, the splinter group takes, and when the government knows the government will also take from the villagers, ‘why did you pay this splinter group?’ But the villagers say ‘if I don't pay they will kill me,’ because they have the guns. And then the government says ‘if you pay them, you have to pay us also. So if you don’t pay we will arrest you.’ So people pay both sides. This is what's happening in the area.\textsuperscript{162} (Mon CSO based in Moulmein, Mon State)

### 3.4 Land Confiscation and Post-ceasefire Economy

For those displaced and villagers currently living in southern Ye and Yebyu Townships, access to land and security is essential in living a life in safety and dignity. Villagers currently experiencing land rights violations echo IDPs' concerns regarding lack of access to land and right to landownership.

The history of land confiscation and land rights related abuses is deeply rooted in the history of the post-ceasefire economy in Mon State. The ceasefire with the NMSP in 1995 provided space for several large-scale development projects, which led to further human rights violations, land confiscation and displacement. Prior to the ceasefire and until 1998, thousands of Mon, Karen and Tavoyan civilians were forced by the SLORC military regime to construct the 110 kilometers railway link from Ye to Tavoy, many escaping the beatings and the brutal labor conditions by fleeing to NMSP-controlled areas.\textsuperscript{163} In the same year as the ceasefire – when subsequently Mon refugees were sent back to Burma – PTT Exploration & Production (PTTEP), a subsidiary of Thailand’s state-owned oil and gas company and Myanmar Oil & Gas Enterprise (MOGE) joined French company, Total and American company, Unocal (now Chevron) to develop offshore natural gas fields in the Andaman Sea and pipe the gas to Thailand.\textsuperscript{164} Pipeline areas from the Yadana gas project – and its sister Yetagun gas project – experienced increased militarization and human rights abuses such as forced labor, torture, rape and murder committed by the Burma Army who were deployed as pipeline security forces.\textsuperscript{165} Hundreds of acres of land were confiscated to build military bases, and hundreds of more acres were confiscated to build houses and agricultural projects to sustain the livelihood of the pipeline battalions. By 2009, over 2,440 acres of land had been confiscated as a result of the project.\textsuperscript{166}

Despite the quasi-civilian government’s takeover in 2011, unjust land acquisition by the Burma Army has continued. The increased foreign investment has further exacerbated the

\textsuperscript{162} Mon CSO, interview with author, Mon State, 3 April 2016.
\textsuperscript{163} Karen Human Rights Group, “The Ye-Tavoy Railway.”
land-grabbing epidemic and the price of land has climbed due in part to land speculation. This has encouraged the military and the government to grab more land while it is cheap, and resell the land to domestic and foreign investors at a higher price. In addition, laws enacted under the Thein Sein Government in 2012 have helped legitimate past injustices by aiding the military and state and private companies in “legal” land confiscations. Under these laws, it is difficult for farmers and villagers in Burma Army-controlled areas to legally obtain the right to ownership of land and continue their traditional farming practices. It will be even more difficult for IDPs and refugees to repossess their land or receive compensation for their loss, though these rights are increasingly recognized in international best practices of IDP and refugee return. Relevant laws are outlined in more details below.

3.5 Housing, Land and Property Rights of Refugees and IDPs

The United Nations Principles on Housing Land and Property Restitution for Refugees and Displaced Persons, also known as the “Pinheiro Principles”, establish the rights of refugees and displaced persons to have their HLP rights restored or receive compensation if their original land, house or property cannot be restored:

“All refugees and displaced persons have the right to have restored to them any housing, land and/or property of which they were arbitrarily or unlawfully deprived, or to be compensated for any housing, land and/or property that is factually impossible to restore as determined by an independent, impartial tribunal.”

Despite the 1995 and 2012 ceasefires, serious concerns remain regarding HLP rights of Burma’s displaced ethnic minority population, which have yet to be adequately addressed in the peace process. The experience of villagers interviewed for this report signify that restoring HLP rights of IDPs and refugees will be difficult, in which case, they are entitled to receive compensation. However, as the cases of villagers in the following sections illustrate, there will also be obstacles in addressing restitution for confiscated land. The previous government largely ignored the HLP rights of the IDPs and refugees; however the current NLD-led Government and those involved in the ongoing peace process must comprehensively address the HLP rights of those displaced in their policies and peace agreements in line with international human rights law and standards.

Land is more than commodity and territory to the ethnic people who have been displaced. For IDPs and refugees, loss of land means losing connections with their ancestors, heritage, identity and political and social legitimacy as well as their livelihood. Thus, restoring their HLP rights is inextricably linked to guaranteeing and respecting their right to equality and self-determination.

170. Ibid.
3.5.1 2008 Constitution

Under Article 37(a) of the 2008 Constitution,\textsuperscript{171} the State maintains as the ultimate owner of all land and natural resources in Burma, and only allows citizens the right to use land. This creates the basis for weak land tenure security and facilitates the State the right to arbitrary confiscation of land without transparency, accountability or redress.\textsuperscript{172}

3.5.2 Two Laws Enacted in 2012 Related to Land

The Burma Government, recognizing that the previous laws regarding land – or lack thereof – were insufficient, enacted two laws, the Farmland Law and the Vacant, Fallow, Virgin Lands Management Law (VFVL) Law in 2012. However, the two laws have proved insufficient to prevent or end land confiscations and address justice for the communities who suffer from land confiscations. Rather, the laws have further aided land confiscation.

- Farmland Law

The Farmland Law replaced previous laws that governed the management of land categorized as farmland by the government and through the introduction of formal land registration system, allows private individuals to sell, exchange, inherit or lease land.\textsuperscript{173} While the law was intended to strengthen rural landholders’ tenancy and land security for farmers, it has largely benefited large-scale industrial farming rather than the 65% of the rural population,\textsuperscript{174} a majority of whom subsists off small-scale farming.

In order to obtain formally recognized rights as a landholder, the Farmland Law stipulates that the Farmland Management Committee must approve a Land Use Certificate (LUC) and legally register the land with the State Land Records Department. However, the fees involved can be excessively high and the process in which to apply for a LUC and register the land lacks clarity, limiting the landholders’ access to legal acquisition of land. Experiences from throughout Burma indicate that security concerns, local disputes over land and politics as well as military confiscation of previously occupied land also poses barriers to registration.\textsuperscript{175}

Once obtaining the LUC, the landholder’s agency is restricted as farmers must grow crops that are considered “regular” crops by the government who have the right to confiscate the farm land if other crops are grown on the farm land.

Villagers from Yebyu Township, whose land has been confiscated by the The Navy, faced similar barriers when applying for a LUC, commonly known as “Form 7”:

There are seven village tracts in the township. In 2001, the government [The Navy] marked them as their [The Navy] land. They didn’t allow us to work on our land. We

\textsuperscript{171} Constitution of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar (2008), Article 37.
\textsuperscript{174} “Rural population (% of total population),” last modified June 27, 2016, http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.RUR.TOTL.ZS.
are still trying to get it back. We measured and marked the land into the plots. Then we tried to register the land in Yebyu. They told us that the navy owns these lands. There are actually around 30 villages in the township. We could not get the land registration and Form 7 [...] We still work on the land even though they didn’t allow us to. Some lands were taken over. I am concerned that one day they will take it over for free.176 (Middle aged male villager from a village in Yebyu Township)

It is promising that the NLD has publicly committed to ramping up efforts to address the issue of land confiscation.177 The NLD-led government has taken its first firm steps by forming a new Central Review Committee on Confiscated Farmlands and Other Lands, led by Vice President U Henry Van Thio. The NLD-led Government through the President’s Office has also urged a freeze on the sale of new land until disputes are settled.178

In announcing these steps, the NLD-led Government mentioned the role of its ministries, state-owned and private companies in land confiscations; however, there was a worrying absence of the role of the military – which has been largely complicit in land confiscations in the past and is linked to land confiscations of the interviewees in this report.179 The effectiveness and the role of the new Committee remain to be seen as the NLD continues to push their boundaries towards democratization under the political and economic landscape where the military still dominates.

- Vacant, Fallow, Virgin Lands Management Law (VFVL)

The VFVL allows the management of land that is deemed vacant, fallow or virgin to be allocated by the Central Committee for the Management of Vacant and Fallow Lands. By categorizing land as vacant, fallow or virgin, the Central Committee can legally seize and reallocate land to private investors and the government. Under Article 10 and Article 11 of the VFVL, at any one time, up to 5,000 acres of land may be granted by the Central Committee. This can be granted repeatedly up to a maximum of 50,000 acres in total, with lease periods of up to 30 years as long as it is deemed to be in the “interest of the State”.

There is a major gap in the law to recognize traditional or customary land use, such as rotational agriculture. Therefore, lands that are deemed “vacant”, which have been used by communities who may not possess a LUC or formal land documentation, are at risk of losing their land.180 The VFVL also risks the confiscation of communal land and resources that are managed by the community such as forests, waterways, and grazing lands which are central

---

176. Mon villager, FGD and interview with author, Ye, 5 April 2016.
178. Ibid.
to villagers’ food security and livelihood. Without LUCs, investors and the State can acquire land, overriding claims based on customary land tenancy practices and deny compensation. In addition, because the Central Committee bears the sole responsibility in handling disputes, similar barriers as the Farmland Law arise in the absence of an independent judiciary or alternative dispute resolution mechanisms:

For decades, families who have lived and worked on these lands are now at risk of losing land because they are unable to provide formal land registrations:

*These were my grandfather’s lands. They were working on them before I was born.*\(^{181}\)
(Middle aged male villager from a village in Yebyu Township)

*The land had been with my wife’s family for 60 years. We bought it from them.*\(^{182}\)
(Elderly man whose wife suffered a stroke on the day they were told to leave their land, Ye Township)

**Foreign Investment Law**

Also passed during the same year as the Farmland Law and VFVL, the Foreign Investment law allows foreign investors to work with a Burmese counterpart to lease land from the State and private landowners. The law allows the State and private investors a fifty-year maximum lease for projects, and with the permission of central government, can be extended for another twenty years under Article 31. This means that farmers whose land has been confiscated and lease to foreign investors could face up to 70 years of eviction and displacement. The possible benefits and profits from such projects have enticed the State, the military and cronies – often with ties to the military – to engage in the seizure of land and enter into deals with foreign investors.

These laws pose an extreme threat to the ethnic minority communities who continue their struggle to fulfil their aspirations of freedom, equality and peace in the absence of nationwide peace and a political solution, which would guarantee the devolvement of power between the central and state governments under a federal system of governance.

**3.6 Land Confiscation**

Under the VFVL, Farmland Law and Foreign Investment Law as well as the constraints of the 2008 Constitution, farmers and villagers in non-NMSP-controlled areas have had to continue to give up their houses, lands and properties. This does not bode well for refugees and IDPs as the experiences of farmers and villagers indicate that these laws are likely to make it increasingly difficult for them to acquire land or receive compensation for their land, which they fled years ago. The current struggle of the farmers and villagers also speak volumes of the obstacles IDPs and refugees may face should they choose to return to their original land.

\(^{181}\) Mon villager, FGD and interview with author, Ye, 5 April 2016.
\(^{182}\) Mon villagers and Monks, FGD and interview with author, Ye, 5 April 2016.
CASE STUDY 4
Ann Din Coal Power Plant: Local Movement and Action to Preserve and Protect Natural Resources and Land

In response to the influx of foreign investments aided by laws such as the Foreign Investment Law and top-down development projects that have displaced communities and sparked conflicts, local communities throughout Burma are engaging in bottom-up grassroots movements to conserve their environment and culture for future generations. Communities are showing their strength and unity by raising their voices and expanding their networks to preserve their livelihood and protect the customary use of their land.

One such local community-led movement has been successful in halting a development project planned by Thailand-based, Toyo-Thai Corporation Public Company Limited (TTCL) to construct a 1,280 MW (megawatt) coal-fired power plant consisting of two units, each with 640 MW.

In addition, the farmers’ and villagers’ experiences highlight the need to preserve and protect land that refugees and IDPs might return to when the time is right.

The right to own land is embedded in many other basic human rights such as the right to adequate standard of living, adequate livelihood solutions, dignified work opportunities and the right to self-determination. More specifically, Article 17 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states:

Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.\(^{183}\)

Yet these basic human rights and HLP rights continue to be violated due to decades old practices of arbitrary confiscation.

In particular, military expansion has led to many forms of human rights violations includ-
MW capacity, in AnnDin Village, Parlain Region, Ye Township in Mon State. The project was proposed to begin in 2016 and to continue over a span of 30 years, with a total investment of 2.8 billion USD.\textsuperscript{3} The company planned to purchase 500 acres of farmland just 500 meters away from the village of Ann Din as the project site covers 1,500,000 square meters (approximately 370.66 acres).

The proposed project can be split into three components: the site of the coal-fired power plant, the extended port and jetty to unload the coal to be delivered to the power plant and the transmission line that would connect the power plant to a grid. The power plant is expected to use approximately 3.5-4.5 million tons (at least 7.7-9.9 billion pounds) of coal a year, which will be imported from abroad. A jetty would be used to unload the imported coal from 75,000 DWT coal vessels, which is to be built 3-5 kilometers away from the shoreline after the seafront is dredged. The cooling circulation would need 200,000 cubic meters (43,993,850 UK gallons) of seawater per hour and the coal yard will use 960 cubic meters (211,170.5 UK gallons) of spray water per hour. This water will come from deep well water (retention water and/or rainwater).

This project plan has grave implications on the livelihood of the communities in Parlain. Local communities in Parlain Region rely on agriculture and the varied and diverse ecosystem. The undisturbed nature in the region and its fertile land allows villagers to cultivate betel nut and rice with relative ease. The aquatic ecosystems along the southern end of Mon State nourish local fisheries and these natural resources are the most important sources of the local economy. Nature feeds local customs and provides local villagers with income so that the community can live without the need to struggle for survival. The proposed project would alter their traditional livelihoods and replace the natural landscape with unfertile soil and an unclean water source. The chemical waste and the construction of the jetty would disrupt and change the sea floor and marine habitat, which will disrupt the local fishing industry. Other concerns included the influx of

\textsuperscript{3} “Abundance of Parlain Natural Resources and Communities,” Parlain Community (2016): 48.
migrant workers to the area during the construction of the power plant – as they would need at least 3,850 workers and Ann Din’s population is only 2,768 – and the presence of workers from outside the village could erode local cultures and traditions.

The TTCL signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Ministry of Electric Power to build the coal-fired power plant on March 21, 2013 without the free, prior and informed consent of the local communities. Information regarding their plans was distributed only in English and while the local community requested the company to provide further information in their native language, TTCL failed to meet this demand. TTCL held only one consultation with the community on April 25, 2014, where they explained only the possible benefits of the coal-fired power plant.

The grassroots movement that eventually led to the successful halt of the project implemented several key initiatives to counter the constant push by TTCL to move forward with the project despite villagers' protests. Monks, youth and other local CBOs in the area concerned with this new project reached out to national and regional human rights and environmental CSOs and held workshops and field trips – even going as far as Japan and Thailand on fieldtrips – to better understand the process of consultation, the environmental impact and social-economic implications the project may have on the community. The villagers built a strong network from grassroots to national level, working to lobby the Mon State Parliament and the Union Parliament. They called on all parties to support their calls, including the NMSP, who issued a statement in support of the local villagers' actions against the coal-fired power plant, citing political instability and inadequate environmental risk assessment as reasons to halt the project.

Periodic press conferences were held to raise the general public’s attention on the situation and in one instance 30 villagers came together to explain how they were enticed into signing a letter along with over 6,000 other signatories, which was sent to the Presidents office as a proof of local villagers' support of the project. The environmental impact the project would have on their communities was never mentioned to the villagers and instead they were promised that

For our village, before the navy arrived, we all were working there. In 2011, they set the signs and said these lands became their lands.\(^\text{186}\) (Middle aged Christian male and father from Yebyu Township)

Land confiscation does not follow a single pattern and is practiced in various ways.\(^\text{187}\) Some are completely cut-off from the prospect of cultivating their land in the future and others face taxation on confiscated land that they previously owned. In other cases, these two situations are combined.

In Khaw Zar sub-township, south of Ye Township, villagers have no prospect of returning to their land:

We would like to get our remaining plantations which are not used for the army bas-

---

186. Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 5 April 2016.
they would be provided with electricity at affordable costs and employment opportunities. The villagers have reached out to civil society organizations in an attempt to sue the company.

Those deeply involved in the movement volunteered their time – some giving up their jobs – to strengthen their organized calls against the project and ensure that visitor records were kept as documentation. Fliers and posters were created and monthly newsletters were distributed throughout the region to increase villagers’ awareness of the project, reminding them of the company’s plans and continuing to update the community with any new information of the project, which will ultimately affect their lives and livelihood.

Youth and the monks from the Ann Din Monastery emphasized the crucial role that data collection of the regions natural resources have had in their efforts to protect their land. In addition, they also stressed the value of producing a report about the region’s livelihood solutions, which continues to aid them in their advocacy efforts. Academics and researchers from regional and local CSOs helped train the local people to collect extensive data and conduct research on the local ecosystems and natural resources, which is being used to combat the project plans. The research has helped the locals understand the true monetary and environmental value of the land, which in-turn led to the knowledge that the company had offered grossly low compensation for the actual value of their land:

They [the military] just used half, they destroyed my trees such as rubber plants, jackfruit, but my land is still left. Because they cut, used or sold the wood to make charcoal, the area has become a forest with a lot of bushes. This is all that is left now. (Elderly villager, Ye Township; also see case study 5)

Many have been threatened to give up their land:

They threatened us not to tell anyone about the land confiscation. If we did, they told us they will take us to the LIB [military battalion base]. We are really scared of going to the LIB. (Villager and father, Khaw Zar)

---

188. Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
189. Mon Villager, FGD and interview with author, Ye, 5 April 2016
190. Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
After we had done collecting the data, we knew that we are producing around 60,000,000 betel nut [which equals approximately 1,258,000,000 kyat or 1,056,300.00 USD]. If we compare the amount of money that we got from the company and the money that we get from betel nut, the money that we get from the betel nut is a lot more than from the company.

(Monk in Ann Din Monastery)

Local CBOs were instrumental in gathering protestors and petitions against the power plant. Mon Youth Forum, Ye Social Service and representatives from other CBOs and human rights organizations submitted 3,581 signatures that opposed the power plant to Mon State Parliament in February 2015.

Despite a clear call for a halt to the plans by local people and Mon State’s prohibition on the TTCL’s feasibility study, on April 9, 2015, the TTCL signed a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), entering into a conditional agreement to move forward with the project with the previous USDP Government and the Department of Hydropower Planning, Ministry of Electric Power. The community-led movement had gathered momentum and responded to this decision by the TTCL and the government. On May 5, 2015, over 6,000 people joined together at Ann Din Village in a mass protest against the TTCL’s plans.

In January 2016, the TTCL halted project plans following a year of vocal opposition from the local community. All those who worked to oppose the project agreed that this was the single most powerful tool they had against the company – the unified spirit of the community:

Unity is a very powerful weapon to fight against such a dangerous project. (Monk in Ann Din Monastery)

Having one voice and unity is one of our victory. (Monk in Ann Din Monastery, initially supported the power project plans by TTCL)

These bottom-up approaches including land protection, consultation, campaigning and decision-making can empower communities to take effective action and find solutions to natural resources and land protection that are most conducive to their own community. The decision of what happens to these lands in ethnic areas should be in the hands of the local ethnic people and communities, who have to live with the consequences from such top-down development projects and foreign investments. Supporting and advocating for these locally led movements will preserve the land, natural resources and culture that refugees and IDPs may return to one day, increasing the possibility of a durable livelihood solution upon their return.

We all need to be organized to be united and do something towards political change. We should not attack each other; we should connect with each other. (Dr. Aung Naing Oo, Deputy Speaker of Mon State Parliament)

---

Some have been forced to sign over their land to the Burma Army:

_We did not get any warning about land confiscation. The Burmese army brought us to the Buddha temple and told us that they were going to build a military camp on our plantation. They forced us to sign an agreement at the time. First they told us, they were going to pay money to the landowners. Later, they changed their mind and gave us small pieces of land which were confiscated from other villagers._¹⁹² (Villager and father, Khaw Zar)

Farmers are rarely adequately compensated for their losses:

_We got three acres of wild land as compensation, which is very small. Some people are farming the plants on the new land, and some are not because it is not easy to create farm land on the wild land. We need a lot of money to begin farming on the wild land. So most of us do not farm anything on the wild land. One of my younger sisters did it. Now she has a loan because of farming on the new land._¹⁹³ (Above villager and father, Khaw Zar)

_They gave 100 kyat (.08 USD) for one acre. Other people went to Ye and signed it [the contract to handover their land], but I didn’t sign it as I heard about the compensation being 100 kyat (.08 USD) for one acre. It was not even enough for the travel cost to Ye. Then they threatened me that I would be arrested and put in jail._¹⁹⁴ (Above elderly villager, Ye)

Some have been taxed on their own land or have to pay the Burma Army by giving up their source of income such as fruit and betel nut:

_After the Burmese Army confiscated our lands, we were allowed to use plantations for five years, but we had to pay taxation to them every year such as 10,000 betel nuts per year. Some landowners did not want to enter after their lands were confiscated._¹⁹⁵ (Above villager and father, Khaw Zar)

---

¹⁹¹ Mon villager, FGD and interview with author, Ye, 5 April 2016.
¹⁹² Mon villager, FGD and interview with author, Ye, 5 April 2016.
¹⁹³ Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
¹⁹⁴ Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
¹⁹⁵ Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
Once land is confiscated, they cannot use the land freely and must follow the instructions of the Burma Army:

_We are not allowed to enter into our land freely because the Burmese army threatens us. When we are not in the plantation, the army and their family take anything from the plantation and sell it._\(^{196}\) (Above villager and father, Khaw Zar)

For those who continue to farm on confiscated land, they must live with the constant anxiety of knowing that someday they will be displaced and will face livelihood concerns:

_They [the Navy] didn’t do anything on the land. They put signs around the villages. There are some villages in the field. Where could we move? I am worried about one thing; one day they will occupy everything that we grew when it’s ready to harvest._\(^{197}\) (Middle aged male villager from Yebyu Township)

_Because they [the Navy] own the land, what could we do when one day they take it over?_\(^{198}\) (Middle aged father of 7 children from Yebyu Township)

_Now we are still working the lands, but one day they [the Navy] will take it all. I am worried for my new generation._\(^{199}\) (Young male villager from Yebyu Township)

### 3.7 Livelihood and Social Consequences of Losing Land

Land confiscation is directly connected with other forms of human rights violations. More specifically, Article 11 of the International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) to which Burma signed in 2015 states:

_“The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing and housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions. The States Parties will take appropriate steps to ensure the realization of this right, recognizing to this effect the essential importance of international co-operation based on free consent.”_

By signing the treaty, Burma has committed to respect the object and the spirit of the treaty. The land confiscation epidemic, predominately driven by the Burma Army, violates the ICESCR.

Many farmers and their families rely on their plantations for income and their livelihoods depend on the land. The loss of land often leads to debt, lack of food and income, and inadequate standard of living for entire families.

---

196. Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
197. Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 5 April 2016.
198. Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 5 April 2016.
199. Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 5 April 2016.
Our life just depends on the plantation. I plant a lot of seasonal fruits in my garden […] I became jobless after eight acres of my land was confiscated. Currently soldiers take the fruits and rubber from my land and they sell it. The army has not built any building in my plantation but they cut down my plantations.\textsuperscript{200} (Middle aged mother in Khaw Zar)

I am not able to do anything if I see what they have done with my land because my life and family livelihood depend on that land.\textsuperscript{201} (Villager and father, Khaw Zar)

Many have to survive on other family member’s income. For a man from Ye Township, his land was confiscated in 2004 and the family must now depend on his daughter’s income:

I have to try to live with her [his daughter’s] salary of 150,000 kyat (125 USD) for a month, but how can it be enough for five to six family members to live on her salary?\textsuperscript{202} (Elderly grandfather from Ye Township)

Many have been in debt since their land has been confiscated and unable to earn enough for a living:

I have a lot of debt now. I am heart-broken […] my husband works to support the family. He can only earn around 2,000 to 3,000 kyat (1.68 USD) a day. It is not enough for our family. I want to get back my property so that I can pay off my debt before I die. I cannot sleep and eat well almost every day. My debt is around 40 million kyat (3,400 USD). So if I get back my land, I can live and die peacefully […] the land price is now around 50 million kyat (4,200 USD).\textsuperscript{203} (Middle aged female villager)

I have debt and can’t make enough money to live. Therefore, it is even more difficult to pay back my debt. I don’t know what to do.\textsuperscript{204} (Middle aged father of seven children from Yebyu Township)

Many have been forced to leave the country in search of a new job due to the loss of land, which is confiscated by the Burma Army:

Finally I decided to find jobs in foreign countries. I was arrested in Malaysia while attempting to enter illegally into Singapore. I was sent back to my home [Burma] by the Malaysian police. When I went to Singapore to seek for employment again, only after that I was able to send my daughter to university.\textsuperscript{205} (Villager and father, Khaw Zar)

Loss of land has led to other social consequences such as depression, substance abuse and addiction.

\textsuperscript{200} Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
\textsuperscript{201} Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
\textsuperscript{202} Mon villager, FGD and interview with author, Ye, 5 April 2016.
\textsuperscript{203} Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
\textsuperscript{204} Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
\textsuperscript{205} Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
The lives of landowners are totally destroyed after our lands have been confiscated. The landowners are very depressed. For example, my husband became an alcoholic and does not work. So he became a helpless person. Some become gamblers.206 (Elderly women, Khaw Zaw)

For many farmers and those who depend on their land for their survival, loss of land has led to dire consequences on their health. For one farmer from Ye Township, loss of land led to his wife’s stroke who has been partly paralyzed as a result of the stroke that was brought on by the stress of losing her family’s land:

There are six people in my house. My wife is with me too, but she suffered from a paralytic stroke after the land issue, so she has to walk with crutches […] the land had been [with my wife’s family] for 60 years. It was the land of my wife’s parents owned and we bought it from her parents. […] It [the stroke] happened to her after

206. Mon villager, FGD, Ye, 7 April 2016.
one is left to finish the school," he stated.

Exacerbating his concerns are the continuing harassment by the splinter groups that operate in the area. In full uniforms and armed, various groups come to his village every year and extort the villagers by kidnapping family members, physically beating or threatening their lives to collect food, money and gold from the villagers. In August 2015, a splinter group, Mon Chan group, extorted seven million kyat (5,800 USD) from Nai Win’s village while taking 20 villagers hostage for an entire day. In these cases, the whole village typically has to cover the cost of the extortion. This has also devastated Nai Win’s village, putting him and other villagers in severe debt and poverty.

Nai Win has been kidnapped three times and taken to the jungle while his wife and villagers had to pay large sums to have him returned in safety. Several different splinter groups such as the Mon Chan, Chan Dain and Nai Loon groups, extort the villagers throughout the year, which means Nai Win has to take loans from others to pay for the high rate of extortion. He has not been able to pay back his debt. Other villagers “couldn't afford to pay anymore, they left the village,” he said. Approximately 10 households have left the village because they were unable to pay the high price of extortion.

Although LIBs 273 and 282 from Yebyu Township have been contacted every time the splinter groups arrive as the NMSP are not allowed in the area, the Burma Army have continuously failed to respond or address these security concerns by the villagers.

*they evicted us from the land. It [the stroke] was because she suffered from the thought of it.*

207. Mon villager, FGD and interview with author, Ye, 5 April 2016.

If unaddressed or addressed without deep understanding and empathy, these past and ongoing injustices related to land, coupled with a lack of genuine peace, are obstacles to durable solutions for IDPs and refugees, while those ethnic minority communities who have already suffered years of conflict and human rights abuses will continue to be at risk of further displacement.
The case of Mon refugees and IDPs presented herein since 1995 shows the barriers for finding durable solutions for conflict-affected displaced communities while the root causes of the conflict and displacement remain unaddressed. More than 20 years since their displacement, as the plans for repatriating around 100,000 refugees from the Thai border refugee camps carry on in the absence of political solutions and laws that protect them from further HLP rights violations, there is indeed a significant concern that the Mon experience of refugees returning to become IDPs could be repeated.

Resolving the situation of these large displaced ethnic minority communities of Burma is inextricably linked with achieving lasting peace that guarantees ethnic equality and self-determination in a genuine federal system in Burma. The ongoing peace process and the international community who have supported the process must begin to address HLP issues for IDPs and refugees in the context of a federal system if durable solutions are to be achieved. As stated by one member of the NMSP:

"Because you have taken the name of peace, make it for the sake of peace; so study hard about peace, why does it happen, why did the conflict arise? So they [peace donors] need to study hard, if you take the name of peace do it genuinely.\textsuperscript{208} (NMSP CEC member based in Moulmein, Mon State)"

The history of conflict and human rights abuses in Mon State, and in particular the plight of Mon IDPs, sends a clear message that business and international investment interests have time and again trumped the human rights of local people. Despite this, and the years of conflict and human rights violations experienced by communities throughout Mon State and other ethnic areas, local communities and farmers in the time of the current political transition are taking action by reaching out to outside agencies to assist their movements to protect their ancestors’ land and secure the livelihood of future generations. Ethnic service providers and CBOs continue to provide assistance to refugees and IDPs in the face of declining support and funding.

\textsuperscript{208} NMSP CEC member, interview with author, Mon State, 2 April 2016.
Their decades of knowledge and experience, as well as their strong connection and commitment to their communities should be supported for better understanding and meeting the needs of the IDPs and refugees in the changing political and economic landscape in Burma. If these local efforts are steadily supported and advocated by domestic and international actors, and laws are amended to protect those who depend on the land to secure their livelihood before business, refugees and IDPs may one day in the near future have land to return to and thus given the choice of a truly voluntary return.

The concerns and lives of IDPs and refugees should not be seen as separate from the rest of Burma’s larger reform narrative, or forgotten in the deep hills and jungles along the border, despite their distance from Rangoon and other central cities. When Burma’s IDPs and refugees are ensured the restoration of their HLP rights, laws are put in place and/or amended so that they may receive redress for past rights violations, landmines are cleared from their paths and the peace process achieves a political solution that protects them from further abuse and displacement, that is when they are given the choice to return voluntarily in dignity and in safety. There is a need for a holistic approach to support, so that victims of abuses may begin to heal. Only then, genuine national reconciliation and sustainable peace that benefits the people of Burma, especially the decades-long conflict affected and traditionally marginalized ethnic minorities, will be possible.
President U Htin Kyaw, State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and the Burma Government to:

♦ Ensure that the voluntary return of refugees and IDPs complies with international law including the UN Principles on Housing, Land and Property Rights for Refugees and Displaced Persons (‘Pinheiro Principles’) and international best practices with respect to voluntary return;
♦ Acknowledge ethnic concerns regarding land and land policy and initiate reforms to provide more HLP security for small-scale farmers and villagers from eastern Burma’s ethnic regions as well as to secure the durable return of IDPs and refugees by:
  • Ceasing all land confiscations by the Burma Army and private investors and ensure that, in compliance with international law and as part of the peace process, land is restored to victims or fair compensation is paid in accordance with the ‘Pinheiro Principles’;
  • Recognizing and respecting the tenancy rights of all legitimate landholders;
  • Recognizing by law the rights of farmers and villagers’ legitimate landownership in accordance with customary law to allow traditional land use;
  • Ensuring that newly established mechanisms are independent and effective in undertaking comprehensive investigation and action to resolve HLP disputes;
♦ Amend the 2008 Constitution; in particular:
  • Abolish the constitutional act that creates a separate Courts-Martial structure to adjudicate military infractions, allowing military violations to be within the jurisdiction of civilian courts;
  • Amend article 37(a) that allows the States to maintain as ultimate owner of all land and natural resources and return the original lands of IDPs and refugees acquired after their displacement;
♦ Promote durable solutions for IDPs by eliminating obstacles to return and tackling root causes of conflict and displacement, in particular by ensuring the establishment of an inclusive NCA followed by political dialogue, ensuring HLP rights, and removing anti-personnel mines in cooperation with independent demining organizations in addition to signing the Mine Ban Treaty;
♦ Prioritize the peace process and establish a federal union where the rights of ethnic people are guaranteed and respected; and
♦ Halt mega projects and natural resource extraction projects in ethnic areas until a political solution that guarantees ethnic equality is achieved.

Recommendations
The Burma Army to:
♦ Immediately halt all military offensives in all ethnic areas and end human rights abuses;
♦ Withdraw all military battalions and associated local army camps from resettlement areas and reduce military battalions in Mon and all ethnic territories;
♦ Immediately halt all land confiscations and return the land to the people or adequately compensate them for the confiscated land; and
♦ Immediately end all use and production of landmines.

The Ethnic Armed Organizations to:
♦ Develop a comprehensive, clear and shared position on IDPs’ and refugees’ return and rehabilitation in consultation with the IDPs and refugees, local communities and CBOs;
♦ Develop a comprehensive, clear and shared position on HLP rights in consultation with the local communities, CBOs, IDPs and refugees;
♦ Immediately end all use and production of landmines; and
♦ Halt mega projects and natural resource extraction projects in ethnic areas until a political solution that guarantees ethnic equality is achieved.

International Community and Donor Community to:
♦ Support Burma’s ethnic communities to achieve their aspirations for equality, self-determination and establishment of a genuine federal union;
♦ Commit to supporting and advocating for community-led, rights-based movements;
♦ Ensure local ownership and participation of ethnic communities in decision making of all aspects of planning and management of aid and protection projects targeting refugees and IDPs; this can be done by:
  • Working more closely and strategically with local groups and respecting ethnic diversity;
  • Holding consultations with ethnic CSOs/CBOs and ethnic political parties and incorporating local participation not only at the start of a project, but also the planning, preparation, execution and monitoring of a project including holding a comprehensive needs assessment to understand effective measures to address problems;
♦ Continue funding EAOs peace building activities, EAO-linked service providers as well as local ethnic CSOs/CBOs along the Thailand-Burma border;
♦ Ensure that projects are transparent, accountable, sustainable, people-participatory and rights-based by encouraging the government to define state and region level administrations and institutions, and strengthen rule of law;
♦ Conduct thorough stakeholder and context analysis prior to project planning and work in close cooperation with local CSOs/CBOs that have the trust of local communities;
♦ Conduct environmental and social impact assessments for mega development projects in meaningful consultation with potentially affected communities as well as all local stakeholders including EAOs, CSOs and CBOs; and
♦ Ensure that mega development projects are implemented with the full, prior and informed consent of the potentially affected communities including holding meaningful consultations, being transparent, and making the information accessible in local languages for the potentially affected communities prior to the initiation of the projects.
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